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SECONDARY SCHOOL, ARNOLD 
INTR O DUCT I O N 
I .  Th.is BULLETIN describes a secondary 
school at Arnold, Nottinghamshire, 
designed by the Development Group of 
the Architects and Building Branch of 
the Ministry of Education in collaboration 
with the Local Education Authority. It 
was the sixth secondary school undertaken 
by the Group for the purposes of research 
into educational and technical require­
ments, and it embodies some unusual 
features both in the plan and in the new 
system of construction developed. 
2. The educational objective was to 
design a building suitable for selected 
pupils wishing to study for various qualifi­
cations leading to employment in industry 
and tbe professions. Such pupils would 
normally attend a grammar school. It has 
been observed, however. that with the 
passage of years grammar school methods 
have changed, the forms of organisation 
have been modified and new courses have 
been introduced so that older buildings 
often lack the variety of accommodation 
now required. 1n particular, scientific and 
technological studies have expanded. They 
require laboratories and workshops which 
are more highly specialised than the class 
or lecture rooms suitable for teaching the 
traditional subjects such as tbe classics 
or modern languages. Tn order to study 
these new requirements and to learn how 
they could be fitted into a school building 
side by side with more conventional 
accommodation, members of the Develop­
ment Group, including educationists and 
architects, visited many grammar schools. 
They observed current educational prac­
tice and discussed ideas and objectives 
with the teachers. Part I of this BULLETIN 
describes how their findings were ultim­
ately embodied in the plan of Arnold 
School. 
3. Part 1 1  describes the structure of the 
school. The opportunity was taken in this 
project to design, in collaboration with the 
contractors, a new system of pre-cast 
concrete components which would be a 
useful addition to the choice of systems 
available to local education authorities 
in tackling their building programmes. 
4. Part II r is concerned with cost and 
provides an example of the use of the 
techniques propounded in BUILDING 
BULLETIN No. 4 (Second Edition).· The 
special objective given to the development 
team (which included the nominated con­
tractor) was to design a structural system 
for a cost 20 per cent lower than that of 
similar systems. 
-Ministry of Education Building Bulletin No. 4-COSI Study (H.M.S.O. 8s. 6d.) 
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I. PLANNING 
G E N E RAL I N V E S T I GAT I O N  O F  E DUCAT I O NA L  
R EQ U I R EMENTS 
5. Two tntcresling features of current 
educatIOnal de,,'elopment. Important 10 
themsehc\ and in their panicular effect 
on school buildings, werc noted dUring 
visits to grammar schools. The first was 
that the teaching croup, normally thtrty 
10 secondary schools, was often twcnt> or 
even fewer. Tht':i was true, not only of 
the sixth forms where tt was understood 
that It has long been the practice to teach 
111 small groups, but 10 other parts of the 
school it .. well. Instances , .. 'ere found 
\\ here fourth and fifth year pupils were 
organio;ed 111 teachtng "sets" of twenty to 
twenty-five, The second was that more 
than half the puptl .. ;ldmllted to the schools 
were rema1l1111g for a full seven year 
cour'ie. 11 was 'iald that IhlS proportion 
was 1I1creilStng. 
6. It was eVident that headmasters were 
anxious to develop the indl\'idual apti­
hides of pupils both by permillll1g Cl free 
chOice of cerlaln subjects and by offering 
general and spccialised courses in others. 
Smaller leachll1g groups seemed 10 result 
from the wider range of courses thus 
made available. ror example, a year of 90 
pupils formerly taught in three forms of 
thirty was sometllnes set in as many as five 
teaching groups each following a distinc· 
tive course. 
7. Not only was the number of sixth form 
pupils steadily incrcasing. but the wide 
variety of subjects which they chose made 
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It necessary for them to be taught in many 
groups of \JrYll1g sizcs. In one school 
visited, the si�th form IcachlOg groups 
rJnged in !o,ize from a lower si:<th science of 
20 pupils to a slllglc third year sixth 
scholarship ans student working with his 
tutor. 
8. These smaller groups were organised 
wilh1l1 normal staffing raltos. Some 
teachers said they enjoyed takmg the small 
groups, even if 11 mcant thnt thclf personal 
ttme-tables were hea\'ler. because they got 
to loow their pupils so much beller and 
response W .. 1S morc spontaneous and fruit­
rul. Other� said that pupils" pm·ate study 
was more concentrated and their work 
better IIlformed and \ ... ell-balanced because 
of the tndlVidual attention they received. 
To counter-balance the extra demands 
thus made on the teachlOg staff it was 
noticed that many sL�lh form pupils 
worked on thetr own for �tS much as half 
the school day; It was by no means un­
usual to find time-table periods ror 
private study allocated in fifth and even, 
occasionally, in fourth forms. 
9. The second trend rererred to was that 
Illany more pupils were completing a full 
seven year coursc in the grammar scbools. 
10st of them were takmg the General 
Certificate of Education at "A" level, with 
or without scholarship papers, and were 
looking forward to continuing tbeir educa-
Ministry of Education Building Bullet;" No. 17 
tion at universities, technical or training 
colleges, or in industry. 
10. This increase of sixth formers meant 
that there were pupils at the top of the 
schools more akin in interests and out· 
look to college students than to school 
children. Learning had become for them 
a serious personal obligation and they 
were also ready to shoulder a substantial 
measure of individual and group respons­
ibility. Headmasters were quick to take 
advantage of this growing maturity and to 
use it to foster the order and discipline that 
characterised their schools. 
J I. The two educational developments 
described above had considerable implica· 
lions on the use of the buildings where 
they were noted and for the design of new 
selective schools. In the first place the 
smaller teaching groups could use effec· 
tively rooms smaller in dimension than 
the standard size associated with a form 
of 30 pupils. More of them, however, 
would be required in a school as a whole. 
Given these smaller rooms it would be 
possible to eliminate the many makeshift 
arrangements that were seen, such as 
pupils working in alcoves formed by book· 
cases placed in corridors, in drying rooms 
and even in roof spaces. 
12. Secondly, the various ways of 
organising the pupils meant that the 
"form" was no longer the distinctive social 
unit in a school. Headmasters were experi· 
menting with a number of other kinds of 
organisation to replace the form of 30. 
For example, there were schools divided 
into Lower, Middle and Upper School 
sections; others where the pupils on 
}bining the school were allocated to one 
or other of a number of "houses" or 
"companies" each contalDlOg a cross· 
section in age and ability of the school 
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population. Such an organisation was not 
intended only as a social grouping, for 
the staff in charge undertook certain 
tutorial and pastoral functions on behalf 
of their pupils as well. All these devices 
emphasised the need for variety in accorn· 
modation. It was clear th,ll large rooms 
suitable for social purposes and for use by 
societies organised by the pupils and also 
smaller rooms where staff and pupils could 
discuss personal matters together were 
required. Classrooms of standard size 
alone could restrict considerably these 
complex organisations. 
1 3. The wide age range of pupils in the 
grammar school, and their correspond· 
ingly wide range of needs and interests, 
also suggested that the accommodation 
provided for the different age groups 
might vary in form and character. It was 
understood that first and second year 
pupils are broadly identifiable as a 
homogeneous group in terms of social and 
physical requirements. Third, fouflh aod 
fifth year pupils, in turn, find the interests 
and pursuits of the younger pupils pro· 
gressively less satisfying and require 
different k inds of facilities, while sixth 
formers, on the threshold of maturity, 
have a special range of personal and group 
problems to resolve. Headmasters agreed 
that within the limitations of the school 
buildings they used, they tried to produce 
variety of physical environment for each 
phase of school life. 
14. One headmaster instanced the 
younger pupils coming from a junior 
school where life was cenlred mainly in a 
single large teaching space, with one 
teacher. These children tended to feel lost 
when faced by the sheer size of a large 
secondary school, the complexity of its 
organisation and multiplic.ity of its 
teachers. He tried 10 counter this feel ing 
by selecting teachers who could be 
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responsible for several subjects with the 
same form of first or second year pupils, 
but he pointed out that this restricted hIs 
freedom of choice of specialist staff. I f the 
younger pupils could be given a sense of 
security wUlun self·conlamed accom· 
modal ion not lOO din-erent from that to 
which they were accustomed but related 
to the specialist rooms they would soon 
learn 10 use, then the buddlllgs themselves 
could make a positi\c contribution to thc 
running of the school and simplify the 
he.tdmaster's problems whcn recruiting 
stafT 
1 S At the other end of the scale there 
was plenty of evidcnce to show that older 
pupils needed, 10 addition to a variety of 
small lcaching rooms, something more 
like a common room or club. Here, sixth 
formers who nught not otherwise meet 
because of the diversity of their courses 
could gather together for "elevenses" , for 
discussion of topics of mutual interest, for 
talks with stafT or visilors and for parties 
or dances. 
J 6. These were among the ideas gleaned 
by members of the Development Group 
during their viSits la a number of existing 
grammar schools. The next section des· 
crlbes the bricf for the school al Arnold in 
more specific terms and shows how the 
design of the buildmg was influenced by 
the visits of observatIon. 
THE SCI-IOOL AT ARNOLD 
17. The NoltlOghamshlrc Local Educa­
tion AuthOrity proposed to build several 
selectlvc sccondar) schools near the out· 
skirts of the CIty of Nottmgham. The 
Arnold County Secondary School would 
be onc of these schools. It would provide 
ror the entry of four forms of tl1lrty 
pupils, boys and girls, each year and, with 
a sixth form of 120, v.'ould have a tOlal of 
720 pupils on roll. 
18. The Authority had III mind a curri· 
culllm shaped mto six different strands or 
courses. The)'c courses were to offcr a 
varicty of combmatlons of subjects and 11 
was the intentIon to help boys and gIrls to 
select one or olher combination Illosl 
sUlled to their ablllt lcs. interests and 
possible careers. The courses and Ihe sorts 
of careers for which the course<i might 
provide a full and stimul'lllng gcneral 
edllc'llion wcrc described as follows: 
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(\) general academic-suitable for 
professions such as teaching, the law, 
and Ihc arts of music or drama; 
(2) general practIcal-suItable for 
nurslllg, dietetics. physiotherapy, and 
the practical aspects of music or drama; 
(3) SCienCe acadcmic-sultablc for 
scientific research, technology or medi· 
cme; 
(4) SCience practical-suItable for 
student apprenticeships. trades, etc.; 
(5) commerce academic-suitable for 
business cxecutive work or social 
SCiences; 
(6) commerce practical-suitable for 
secretarial work, retail buying and 
selling. etc. 
19. 1I was anticipated that during the 
first twO years the work of all pupils 
would be basically simIlar. DIvergencies 
on the lincs mdicated in paragraph 18 
Mjnjslry of Education Buildjng Bulletin No. 17 
would begin to appear in the third year. 
Courses (I), (3) and (5), the so-called 
academic courses, would be maintained 
for a full seveo year period; the remainder 
would last for at least five years. 
20. The Authority originally intended 
that each year of pupils should be arrangcd 
into six groups of 20 pupils instead of the 
normal four forms of 30, thus enabling 
the pupils to embark at once 00 the course 
of their choice. It was realised, however, 
that this would make heavy demands on 
the staff and that in any event a period of 
preparation was necessary during which 
individual aptitudes and abilities could be 
assessed before a final selection of course 
was made. It was therefore decided that 
the first two years should be organised in 
eight forms of 30 and that the course of 
instruction should be of a general nature 
leading to one of the specialised courses 
undertaken later on. In the third, fourth 
and fifth years, however, pupils would 
have selected the special course they 
wished to follow and would then be 
organised in six groups, or courses, per 
year, each group consisting of 20 pupils. 
These years, therefore, would be com­
posed of J 8 teaching groups instead of the 
12 forms more characteristic of grammar 
school organisation. This was precisely 
the way in which some of the headmasters 
consulted by the development team had 
arranged their schools which were, how­
ever, ill-designed to cope with the greater 
number of groups thus created. 
21. The social organisation of the school 
followed naturally from these teaching 
arrangements. In tbe first two years, or 
"lower school", the forms of 30 would 
work with their own form master or form 
-mistress who would probably teach several 
subjects and be concerned with each pupil's 
general progress. Thus a gradual transi­
tion from tbe junior school to the greater 
7 
complexities of the secondary school 
would be secured. 
22. During tbe next three years each 
pupil would belong to one of the six 
;'middle school" houses. They would have 
been introduced to this house system 
during the first two years in the school by 
being attached 10 one of the houses for 
dining. Each house would include thirty 
boys and thirty girls and would be under 
the guidance of a house master and a house 
mistress, whose duties would be pre­
dominantly ';pastoral". Through them, 
every boy and every girl during the three 
years preceding the General Certificate of 
Education examination would be assured 
of continuity in tutorial work and in 
advice on careers and other personal 
problems. 
23. Sixth formers would remain members 
of their middle school houses but recogni· 
tion of their responsibilities as school 
prefects and of their relative maturity 
would be made by giving them special 
accommodation in which they could meet 
as one social group. 
24. In addition to these provisions for 
the teaching and social organisation of 
the school, the brief contained two other 
pointers to Ihe design of the building. 
First that, while providing for traditional 
disciplines of thought, the school should 
also lend itself to the development of tbe 
less precisely defined disciplines arising 
from the uses or science and technology 
in an industrial age. Further, that both 
should be enriched by the influence of the 
arts-of music and drama, of painting 
and sculpture. 
25. The second pointer concerned 
physical education. It was felt that the 
trend in grammar schools towards the 
development of individual courses should 
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be reflected in this subject also. Provision tlon usually provided for a grammar 
was required nOl only for the national school and to give special attention to 
team games but for general athletic skills. that required for: 
Pupils should ha\oe the chance to select for 
themselvc'i activities which Ihey par· 
lIcularly liked and especially those which 
Ihey could continue 10 enjoy after leavmg 
school. 
26. These educational ideas, and many 
more Ihat \\ere voiced dunng the early 
discussions, encouraged the team of 
architects to reconsider the accommoda· 
( I )  general and specialist teaching 
rooms for groups of twenty aDd for the 
particular use of si'Cth form pupils; 
(2) social accommodation in form 
rooms, houses and common rooms and 
for dining; 
(3) provision for the practice of 
music. drama and crafts; 
(4) accommodation for physical 
education. 
D E V E L O PME, T or T H E  S C H E D U L E  or 
ACC OMMODATI O N  
27 With some of the cducational re· 
qUlfements thus clarified, an image of the 
accommodation began to emerge. At this 
stage It was obviously nOt possible to 
decide upon precbe rooms and arens but 
the Authonty. draWing upon the cxpcri· 
cnce of liS officers. specialist advisers and 
Icachers, drafled a curriculum for the 
school upon which ;.t tentative schedule of 
accommodation could be based. \\ Ith this 
before them, the AuthOrity's officers and 
the development leam discussed in more 
detail the kinds of activity that might be 
expected 10 the various rooms and pre· 
IlIlllnary layouts were prepared, based on 
observations of space requirements in 
other schools and on combined experience. 
28. The architccts contributed a number 
of suggestions about the way space could 
be arranged, juxtaposed or used for a 
number of different purposes, so that the 
bUilding should be as fleXible as pOSSible 
10 use. Onc examplc of thiS was the way in 
which the teaching needs of the middle 
school were linkcd wllh space needed for 
house activities and for dlOmg to give an 
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arrangement of rooms capable of fulfillmg 
all these purposes. As a result there are 
available, within the framework of any 
onc house, rooms for large or small 
teaching groups, for the private study of 
individuals and for staff. 
29. The modifications resulting from this 
careful process of cxamination and dis· 
cussion of rooms and their usage provided 
a tranSItion to the final schedule of 
accommodation which was based upon a 
detailed study of the function and layout 
of each individual room and its relation· 
ship to the building as a whole. The three 
stages are set out in Table I .  
30. The M inistry's Development Group 
is 10 the position of being able to examme 
problems of school design and building 
10 a fundamental way. It can draw upon a 
wide field of experience and devote much 
time to the IOvesllgallons. In this respect 
it is perhaps more f,wourably placed than 
the majority of local education authorities, 
who must forge ahead with the buildmg of 
schools scheduled 10 a tight programme. 
Ministry of Edl cation Building Bl fletif/ No. 17 
It i s  to be hoped, however, that the 
practice or the Development Group will 
not be regarded as a luxury unattainable 
in the carrying out or ordinary pro­
gramme projects. The principles hold good 
ror all. ColJaboration between the "client" 
and the architect, and all the specialised 
advisers available to them, should begin 
berore, rather than arter, a schedule or 
accommodation is finally settled. Col­
laboration inevitably involves com-
promise-the architect refining the plan 
to meet educational needs more closely 
and theclient adjusting his detailed require­
ments in the contex:t or the developing 
scheme. Provided the ultimate users or the 
building, i.e. the staff and the pupils, are 
always the first concern or both parties 
there is every chance that the building will 
provide an environment which is educa­
tionally, visually and technically suitable 
ror its manirold purposes. 
Table t. Development of Schedule of Teaching Accommodation 
(Minimum nett teaching area required by Standards for School Premises Regulations 1954 = 
32,120 sq. rt.) 
Preliminary list Modified list after 
based on draft general examination 
timetable of social and Areas as planned 
staffing questions 
- , 
No. TOlal No. Total No. Total 
or Area area per or Area area per or Area are·a per 
spaces group spaces group spaces group I 
Hall . , , 1 3,000 1 3,000 1 2,800 
Gymnasiums , , 1 3,000 2 4 000' 2 3,950' , 
6,000 7,000 6,750 
Library , , , 1 1 ,500 1 2,000 1 1 ,667 
reading room , 1 452 




houserooms , , 6 720 6 53(}j-
classrooms , , 8 480 8 5 1 0  
20 400 5 400 5 369 
1 547 
1 313 
1 260 6 240 2 250 
7 240 2 208 
2 61  
9,940 11,600 I 1,003 
-
·This is partly made up of an indoor space of normal construction and partly or a special covered 
space the latter measuring 8,430 sq. ft. but counting nominally as 1,600 sq. ft. of the schedule, 
(see paragraphs 62-64). 
tPart of the 683 sq. fl. houserooms ascribed to teaching. 
9 
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Specialised leaching 
rooms 
music rooms 1 1 ,000 800 1 712 
1 120 
1 80 1 79 
2 60 1 58 
1 38 
demonstration room 1 720 1 720 1 673 
geography room 1 120 1 120 I 1 75 1 technical dra'-"lng room 1 600 1 720 1 673 
maths. laboratory 1 120 1 120 1 506 
commerce room 1 120 1 120 1 673 
4,480 4,600 4,343 . I . 
LaboratorIes · 6 120 1 960 1 901 
optiCS room 
5 120 5 673 , 1 1 54 · , 
4,320 4,560 4,420 
Crart 
-. � 3'600 . - - .. · 6 960 1 4,432 
5,760 3,600 4,432 . 
Grand TOlal 32,000 33,360 33,067 
dining 1,290 I 
33,290 I I 
D E V E L O PMENT O F  T H E  P L A  
3 1  The school Site (see plan) lies 
on the southern outskirts of the lown 
of Arnold, about four mIles from the 
centre of Nottmgham, and adjoins that of 
a two-form entry girls' secondary modern 
school (to be bUilt a few )ears later) and 
the playing fields both for that school and 
for a boys' secondary modern school 
stluated elsewhere in Arnold. 
32. The area IS almost completely sur­
rounded by fine thick hedges interspersed 
With several well grown oak and ash trees. 
It falls steeply from north to south, With an 
average slope of I in 13, the land beyond 
the southern boundary flsing agam to 
form a pleasant hillside prospect with 
distant views of the outskirts of Notting­
ham. 
1 0  
33. The grammar school was placed on 
the western part of this area, and the 
following objectives goverm:d the dis­
position of the buildings: 
(1) the library, as the intellectual 
centre, and the assembly hall as the 
communal meetmg place, should form 
the kernel of the school buildings; 
(2) the social accommodation-
form-rooms, houserooms and common 
rooms should be grouped immedi­
ately around this kernel. I n  order to 
achieve the scale and envIronment 
appropriate to each group. the accom­
modation should be clearly defined: 
the lower school. middle school aDd 
sixth form should each have its own 
entrances and outdoor spaces: 
(3) because of the sometimes severe 
Ministry 0/ Edllcation Bllllding Bul/etin No. 17 
climate the buildings should be arranged 
to form a number of sheltered court· 
yards, which would serve as the most 
direct circulation routes in normal 
conditions. For occasional use in bad 
weather, there should also be internal 
circulation throughout the school and 
wherever possible there should be 
associated with this circulation small 
study bays suitable for two or three 
pupils ; 
(4) if possible. without prejudicing 
the above objectives, the external wall, 
normally an expensive item, should be 
kept to a minimum by making the 
component blocks of the school as 
square in shape. and with as regular a 
perimeter, as possible. 
34. In the remainder of this section the 
mam groups of spaces will be discussed 
i n  turn. 
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: Part of dining area only: remainder under item I. 
THE HALL 
35. In many of the schools visited during 
the investigations, it was noticed that the 
hall was not fuily used and sometimes 
stood empty-a remarkable sight in a 
basy, often overcrowded, school. I n  other 
instances, however. the hall was in 
constant use. both during and after school 
hours. In addition to the daily assembly, 
1 1  
there might be class instruction in music 
and drama, meetings of school societies, 
physical education or dining. In one 
school the hall was used allunch time as a 
general, informal meeting place, where the 
boys went to talk or read newspapers a.nd 
to see an occasional lunch·time film show. 
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36. Apart from the prcferences of the 
hcadmaster about the way the assembly 
hall was uscd, the size and character of the 
bUilding itself also had their tnHucncc The 
long, narrow, usually lofty hall'!, eqUIpped 
ut onc end with a high and elaborate stage, 
had obviously been designed prtmartly for 
asscmbly and for prosccntum drama. 
Thclr size (many \vere considerably morc 
than 3,000 sq. ft. In area), the cliff-like 
walls and the poor aCOU'}lIC qualttlcs made 
thc'ie 'ipaces unsuitable for tnformal use 
by small groups. 
37. There was general agreement 
amongst headmasters that the hall should 
be capable of being used fully in a variety 
of ways. and, provided that it was designed 
so that the noisier activities should not 
interfere with other teaching rooms, 
placed centrally among the school 
butldmgs. 
38. Following these recommendations, 
the hall at Arnold is designed as the social 
focus of the school. It is placed in the 
middle of the school and provides a n  area 
Stamina: a�se:Wl.y of 760 
(seated 570) 
aisle at. sam as 
reain ot hall 
Diagram I. 11 A LL-School assembly 
Area: 2,800 sq. fl. 
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of 2,800 sq. fl. for assembly, music and 
drama. The aisles can be used for circula­
tion between teaching periods. This, to­
gether with variations in floor and ceiling 
levels, and the use of rich and lively wall 
materials such as curtains and wood-strip 
panelling (which also serve an acoustic 
purpose), should save the hall from a 
feelini.!. of bleak emptiness which might 
well inhibit its general use. 
39. The hall will accommodatc a stand­
ing assembly of the school. (See diagram 
ttil+ tip 2 I 6" • 




I). One of the aisles is more suitable than 
the stage as a platform for a single 
speaker, leaving the much larger stage for 
part of the audience. All the stage equip­
ment is demountable and there is no flXed 
proscenium, so that there is no dIfficulty 
about this arrangement. 
40. 1t will be noted that no attempt has 
been made to provide for a seated 
assembly of the school. There "ere two 
reasons: in the flfst place, assemblies of 




movable platform units 
cupboaros 
Diagram 2. HALL--class drama 
Seating is shown for a small audience, as placed for a 'drama in the round' performance 
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part of the use of the hall and, secondly, 
the area needed to accommodate a sealed 
assembly would produce a hall unsuitable, 
because of its greal size alone, for the 
many other aclivitles for which it is 
needed. 
41. One of the foremost uses of the hall 
is for drama. Two kinds of dramatic 
actIVity have been allowed for in the design 
of the hall at Arnold. There is the daY-Io­
day use, in which a class might use the hall 
for a play-reading or for mime. They 




Diagram 3. HALL-drama performance 
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use the aisles. or the stage itself, or a set of 
movable platform units. 10 ins., I ft. 8 ins. 
and 2 ft. 6 in. high, which can be used in 
association with the stage or the aisles 
or in free standing arrangements on the 
Hoor of the hall. (See diagram 2), 
42. The second form of dT3matic activity 
to be taken into account is the larger scale, 
more finished. production, in which the 
talents of the pupils as scene painters, 
costume makers, electricians and front of 
house managers might figure as largely as 
those of the actors themselves. There 
to electricians changing � 
1'0"" 
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would almost always be an audience at 
this kind of performance, increasing the 
sense of a special occasion. (See diagram 
3). Continuous fixing rails for the stage 
equipment run from back to front of the 
stage ceiling and the proscenium curtains, 
which normally hang, for visual and 
acoustic reasons, at the back of the stage, 
can be hung on a demountable track, 
fitted with winch operated gear. With the 
full stage thus in commission, the hall will 
seat an audience of about 400, at a 
maximum distance of just over 40 fl. 
UDder 
r, o 0 L_J 
UDder 
Audience 200 
Diagram 4. HALL-orchestral performance 
from the stage, which is as much as 
children can cope with when acting. (For 
stage lighting, sce paragraph 197). 
43. The stage can also, of course, be used 
for a choir or orchestra, as it is corn· 
piclcly open to the hall, with no fixed 
proscenium to form a baffle. The flat 
sUIface of the stage can be used as it is, or 
the movable platform units can be built 





Platform units are arranged at floor and stage levels to form raked seating for orcheslra 
or choir 
IS 
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M U S I C  ROOl\IS 
44. The small hall has bee n designed 
mainly for music. It will, however, seat an 
audie nce of 100 120 s o  it could also be 
used for lectures, when for mstance, the 
headmaster or a \isitlOg speaJ...c r  wished to 
spcak to the pupils of one year 
45. D uring viSits to other g rammar 
schools It was noted thaI, III addition to 
music penods for whole classes. there 
might be a considerable number of 
lessons for small groups and e ... ·c n  IOdl· 
v idual pupils, ofte n given by \ isiting 
teachcrs. To meet this possibd lty four 
!!mall practice rooms ha ... e bt:en provided 
in the Arnold plan. measurmg 38. 5 8, 79 
and 1 20 sq. h., rc�pectlvely. (See diagram 
5). For information on acoustics, see 
paragraphs 204 206. 
46. I n  the main music room, tables and 
chairs C�tn be arranged for formal teaching, 
e.g., 10 music;}1 appreciation. or can be 
st3cked 3W3y so that the pupils can be 
grouped for s mging or orchestral playing. 
47. The musical inslruments themselves 
present problems of s torage. They will be 
used both 10 the music room and i n  the 
assembly hall, i n  and out of school hours. 
Some may belong to the pupils, and will 
be brought to school as needed, others will 
be the property of the school and either 
kept at the school or lent OuL S torage 
facilities have been provided m a circula· 
tion space serving the mUSIc rooms, which 
IS also adjacent to the assembly hall. To 
ensure even temperature conditions a 
thermostat ha .. been provided. and this 
conlrols a radiator, w hich IS placed well 
away from the mSlruments. Although the 
boder house is adjacent to this space, i t  
is thermally \ ... ell l Osulated from It and care 
has been taken to see that no heating 
pipes pass through i t .  
tOI' cellos . :.!!�:.:drums � Pln up 
heater 
racks for smaller r-, .. ..,---t::±:�E::r::!:� , I WO!'kL-:enCh =-, 00 uib"Iis 
IlUSIC 2 MUSIC 3 �IJSIC 4 
Diogwm 5. MUSIC DLi'ARTMENT 
Areas: M usic I 772 sq. h. 
2 7 9  sq. ft. 
3 38  sq. ft. 
4- 5 8  sq. ft. 








muslC1 0 ,Q..Q, 00 
am record..=J L-' D 
storage
� a a t-",� grand "lano r---, 
!I��I � 'hili she 1 yes I!USIC I, 
Rooms 2 and 5 are for small groups 
of wind or string i nstrumentalists. 
Rooms 3 and 4 are equipped with 
upright pianos for individual lessons 
or practice 
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A CC O M M O D A TI O N  FOR P H Y S I C A L  E D U CA TI O N  
General 
48. The usual provIsion for physical 
education in a new school of this size 
would be two gymnasiums each of 2,800sq 
fl. These spaces would be uscd for such 
activities as gymnastiCS, dancing, music 
and movement, basket-ball and badmin­
ton. At Arnold. as has been mentioned in 
paragraph 25, the client had in mind an 
even wider variety of activity, Including 
athletics training, cricket practice and 
tennis, and. moreover, wanted facilities for 
these to be carried OUI throughout the 
year. 
49. The solution arrived at was to 
provide two different kinds of space (see 
plan) a gymnasium to cater for all the 
usual activities with the exception of 
games, and an athletics shed a "dutch 
barn" type of structure large enough for 
tennis and suitable for basket-ball, bad­
minton, athletics traming and games 
practice. This latter space could be very 
much larger than an orthodox gym­
nasium, provided the balance of cost was 
reslOred by its being partially open at the 
sides and unheated. 
50. The suggestion was often heard 
during visits to schools that swimming 
should be included in the curriculum of 
secondary schools, and in fact, in the 
early stages of the Arnold project, the idea 
of a small swimming bath, suitable simply 
for elementary swimming instruction, 
was considered. Closer examination of the 
question, however, showed that a bath of 
thjs kind would not meet the needs of the 
children who would be expected to use it. 
They would probably already have learnt 
to swim and would now want facilities to 
develop their skill at it  and also to start 
.... 
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diving. To do the job properly, thererore, 
a proper swimming bath was needed, or 
full size and with filtration and heating 
plant. Dut the cost of providing a bath or 
this kind would have raised an acute 
problem. In fact, it became clear that a 
large amount of physical education 
facilities would have to be sacrificed. and 
the athletics shed in particular would 
certainly have 10 go. For these reasons the 
idea of a swimming bath had to be 
dropped. 
Gymnasium 
5 1 .  The gymnasIum at Arnold was, on 
the client's advice, made rather smaller 
than the usual 2,800 sq. ft. ; i t  provides 
2,350 sq. ft. and measures S9 ft. 6 in. by 
39 fL. 6 in. (these dimensions, and all others 
quoted in this secti on, are measured to the 
internal surfaces of partitions and external 
walls). This was because Ihe full length of 
70 fl. is normally required for games, 
whereas at Arnold, as has been explained, 
the games arc catered for in the other 
space. 
52. The question of the apparatus in the 
gymnasium was also examined afresh. 
Teaching methods have been changing 
and have moved towards a less formal 
and more experimeOlal approach, but the 
apparatus has not changed very much, ir 
at all. 
53. The pattern of the lessons in the 
gymnasium varied in detail in each school 
that was visited. Generally, however. the 
lesson began with a few minutes of free 
activities such as running, leaping, curling, 
twisting and stretching. Then the pupils 
would split into groups, each of about 5 
or 6, and set up an arrangement of 
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apparatus. For the younger ones the 
tcacher would ha\'e a simple arrangement, 
such as a bench hooked on to a beam. 
or wall-bar, to form an inclined plane up 
which they would run before jumping ofT, 
but as the pupils beca me more experienced 
so the arrangement of a pparatus became 
more complex and ropes, beams, wa11-
bars , benches and horses came IOta play. 
54. It  was noticed that wall-bars were 
nOl used for hanging exercises by thc 
w hole class a t  once. Their main use 
appeared to be ns fiXing POints for benches . 
Ropes, beams, benches , horses ami boxes 
seemed to be the most commonly used 
pieces of apparatus and great ingenUity 
was s how n 10 connect 109 the a pparatus 
s o  that pupils could perform a con­
lInuous series of movements through, 
under or over I hem Even so, the apparatus 
wao; ne\"Cr fle"'lble enough. Teachers 
wanted, for instance. to be a ble to place 
ropes a t  Tight angles to another set, and 
to have ladders which could be fixed 
horizonta lly, vertically or i n  a n  i nclined 
plane or on edge. In fact they wanted 
s omething to correspond i n  scope and 
flexibility with the agility apparatus used 
10 Junior schools. 
Gymnasium equipment 
55. The main problem was to des ign 
apparatus of suitable s tability w hich w ould 
be easily and Quickly demountable. Head 
and foot fh;lOgs are prOVided a t  6 ft. 8 In. 
centres to allow the erection of 15 ft. 
vertical aluminiulll a lloy poles . Although 
connections are available for a ma'(imum 
of 1 7  poles. the staff arc free to select the 
numbers and locations to suit a particular 
lesson. (See diagram 6). 
56. Each pole IS Quickly erected by two 
pupils. One locates the fOOl i n  a com­
ponent set in the floor, w hile the other 
Diagram 6. Q Y M N A S I U M  e Q U I P M E N T  
S how ing two only of the many arrangements pOSS ible with this equipment 
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pushes the pole into a vertical position. I t  
is safely locked by a small gate mechanism 
mounted below the ceiling which is fitted 
with a green warning light wired to 
operate when the gate is closed and safe. 
This locking device can only be released 
by electrical means and the pupils taking 
down the pole will be warned by buzzer 
when the gate i s  about to be freed: the 
grccn safety light will go out when the 
release IS operated. 
57. These poles provide fixing for 6 ft. 
8 in. and 1 3  ft. 4 in. beams which can be 
connected 10 the poles in straight lines or 
in 2, or 4 directions at right angles to one 
another, up to 1 2  fl. above the Hoor. 
Planks and ladders can be attached to 
the beams to achieve inclined surfaces at 
varying heights. Rope ladders, rings and 
trapezes can also be suspended. 
58. A series of stools give beam and 
plank connections at low level. These can 
either be used independently or 10 
association with the main structure. 
59. A line of 6 ropes is mounted across 
each end of the gymnasium. approx­
imately 1 3  ft. 4 in.  away from the end 
wall. 
60. The gymnasium is lit principal1y by 
rooHights in order to give an even 
illumination throughout; in addition, 
thcre are south facing windows, fitted 
with wired glass and protective bars, 
running up from 3 ft. 4 in. to a height of 
1 0  ft., through which there is a wide view 
of the playing fields. 
6 1 .  The floor i s  covered with poly-vinyl­




62. I n  the athletics shed, space had to be 
provided for tenniS, nctball, baskct-ball, 
badminton, and general games and ath­
letics practice. It was obviously impossible, 
within the cost limits, to provide a struc­
ture large enough to allow all these 
activities to take place simultaneously, 
nor would it ever be necessary from the 
school's pomt of view. I n  order, however, 
to provide as large an area as pOSSible, i t  
was decided t o  use a standard form of 
structure, developed in fact for agricul­
tural purposes, which would be cheaper 
than a specially designed structure. 
63. The athletics shed thus takes the 
form of a "dutch barn" with a span of 75 
ft. and a length of 1 1 6  ft., giving a total 
usable area of 8,430 sq. f1. The roof con­
tinues 5 fl. beyond the span, sloping 
downward to give protection against rain. 
The height of the shed, to the underside 
of the trusses, is 20 ft. Most of one end 
of the shed is bounded by a full height 
wall, the other by a 9 fl. wall. The floor 
of the shed is covered with tarmac. Nets 
can be arranged t o  divide the various 
activities from one another. 
64. While primarily designed for games 
and athletics, this shed can fulfil another 
purpose-as a kind of marquee on speech 
days or similar functions. While, as 
explained in paragraph 40, the assembly 
hall has been deliberately limited in size, 
the athletics shed provides plenty of room 
-it can seat 1,600, which will allow every 
pupil to be present and t o  bring at least 
one parent. To allow for this kind of 
assembly the loudspeaker apparatus pro­
vided for the hall is demountable and can 
be erected in the athletics shed. 
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T H E  L I D R A R Y  
Genernl 
65. 1 n most of the schools visited, the 
library was used mainl) for private study. 
For e'i1mple, 10 onc four-form entry 
school, as many as Slxt)" pupils were seen 
working on their own with "the air of 
student� for whom the business of learning 
IS nO\ .. a personal responsibihty" • Gener­
ally most of the pupils usjng the libraT) 
10 this way were sixth-formers (those 
studying literature. languages or history 
often spendmg as much as half their tIme 
there). but sometImes fifth-formcrs and 
C\'cn fourth-formers were to be found 
66. Because the library was needed 10-
crea�lI1gly for private study, head teachers 
found dlfficuhy In setting aSide peTlods 
dUTlng which the younger pupils could 
use It. Nevcnhclcss they considered It vital 
that from the tllne the children cntered the 
school I hey should be made to feci al home 
111 the library, that they should not only 
learn how to find their way about the 
shelves but that they should come natur­
ally to consult books, whether 111 con­
nection with their school work or as a 
matter of pnvatc pleasure. I n  this way 
there would be no break from the child's 
cxpenencc 10 the Junior school, where 
there IS a growing tendency to pro\ Ide 
Itbrary facilities. 
67. Outside school hours, many school 
Itbranes were thronged with readers ; in 
others they were qUite empty and even, in 
onc or two cases, locked. SometImes the 
location and character of the room in­
fluenced its use a large classroom-like 
place, in an isolated position, was 
obviously less Inviting than a room with, 
for instance, reading alcoves and up­
holstered armchair:), situated near the 
centre of the school. The freedom of 
pupils to use the library is. of cou.rse, a 
matter for the school to determine, but 
not much can be done about its location 
though one school With the library 
at the end of a wing of classrooms had 
mitigated thiS dl"advantage by having a 
number of stands for newspapers In a 
central circulation space. 
68. At Arnold, the library, which totals 
1 ,667 sq. ft. In area, is located centrally, 
Jnd has been planned as two separate 
working areas Imked by a third space 
\ .. hich contams most, but not all, of the 
book stacks. (See diagram 7). 
General library 
69. Onc of the working arcas has been 
designed as a general library for use b) 
classes of twenty or thirty. The aim, 
however, has been to make it different in 
character from a classroom. as the library 
IS meant 10 occupy a ullIque pOSition in the 
school. The walls are lined with books 
and there are large tables at which pupils 
can spread their books in comfort. The 
cork tiled Ooor, and the wllldow-curtains, 
Will, It is hoped, contribute richness and 
\ilality and, at the same time, reduce the 
level of noise. Window-seats and easy 
chairs have been provided to encourage 
the use of the library for private reading 
outside school hOUIS. At one end of the 
library there is a small bay 111 which books 
of particular interest to the younger 
children may be kepI. There is a librarian's 
table, with card indexes and catalogues 
near it, so that pupils may be shown how 
10 find books; also. of course. there may 
.Minlslry of EducatIOn Pamphlet No. 21 :  "The School Library". (H.M.S.O. Price 3s.) 
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to st..a.f't" room 
Diagram 7. LlBR A. R Y  
Area : 1 ,667 sq. ft. 
SUCKS c_ r -, 
. , 
, e:(]  
The 6th form rooms and study bays are not included in this area 
be a lending service run by the pupils 
themselves. 
Study library 
70. The second working area has been 
designed as a private study library. Here 
the needs of the older student have been 
the malO consideration. A number of 
single tables, each 2 ft. 6 in. by 2 ft. and 
fitted with a desk lamp, have been 
2 1  
provided. To give the space a quiet and 
secluded air, it has been divided by 
partitions aDd book stacks into a number 
of small bays. As some students may 
spend the greater part of their day m It, 
the room has been given a south :ISpcct, 
so as to gel as much sun as possible. 
Translucent curtains are provided for the 
main windows. The space opens on to a 
small roof terrace, which may be used 
during hot weather. Sound absorbent 
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ceding, cork floor, soft. unobtrusive wall 
colours. and Indl\'ldual lights. have been 
employed to create a qUiet. comfortable 
at lllosphere whIch will be conducive. it 
is hoped, to concentration. 
Storage 
7 1 .  The book stack space, or reference 
section. will accommodate about half the 
7.000 books which It IS estimated thc 
IIbri..try Will cventually contain. The re· 
nMlnder of the s helves are located In the 
general �\Od <;tudy libraries. More shelf 
sp.\ce is avadable in the adjacent sixth 
form rooms. 1)laced as It is between the 
two working areas. this refcrence sectIOn 
wdl be ea<;,ily accessible from both and Will 
al<;o help to absorb sound bctween them. 
It IS aho Immedl<Hcly adjacent to the 
entrancc of the library. so that it IS 
possIble for a pupil workmg in another 
part of the school 10 come In and refer to a 
book without disturbing those 10 the 
library. 
Reading room 
72, ActlOg as a "shop·window " for the 
library. there is below It on the ground 
floor, Immediately adjacent 10 the entrance 
hall, a reading room of 452 sq ft. I t  is 
placed so Ihat everyone WIll be aware 
of It as they move about the school. Pin· 
up boards and shelves ha\'e been arranged 
to form a background for library exhlbi· 
tions and for information about new 
acquIs itions. The room has been furnished 
as a common room. with window·seats. 
easy chaIrs and low tables. Newspapers. 
magazines and journals will be kept here. 
to be read as opportunity arises dUring 
the day. In school hours. this s pace can 
be used for small tutorial groups. (See 
diagram 8). 
MAIN ENTRANCE 
Diagram 8. R E A D I N G  ROOM 
Area: 452 sq. ft. 
G E N E R A L  T E A C H I N G  S P A C E S  
7). At Arnold, all the general leaching 
s pnccs have been designed 10 sene also as 
s ocial spaces (house-rooms. elc.). It is. 
therefore. convcnlcnt 10 consider them in 
the context of the socinl orgam')atlon of 
22 
the low er school, middle school and sixth 
form. 
Lower school 
74. In the lower school there are eight 
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rooms each 5 I 0 SQ. ft. i n  area and measur­
ing 26 ft. 2 in. by 1 9  ft. 6 in. I n  this size 
and shape it is just possible to arrange all 
the necessary wall-benching and furniture 
for a class of thirty, but there is l.ittle 
room to spare. These classrooms are 
equipped with dual tables, measuring 3 ft. 
8 in.  by 1 ft. 1 0  i n . ;  these. and the chairs, 
follow the British Standard anthropo­
metric recommendations.· In the four 
·8.S.3030: I'an ) :  1959. 
-
rooms for the first year, books, etc., are 
stored i n  lockers attached to the tables (see 
plate 13), while for the other four rooms 
lockers are provided just outside (see 
Plate 8). In both cases the size of the 
locker was based on a survey of storage 
requirements i n  a number of e�isting 
grammar schools. The volume of storage 
required is, of course, considerably greater 
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schools, because each pupil has his ow n 
c'(ercise and text books, atlas, draw mg 
Hlstruments, etc. 
75. General class storage IS provided In 
wall·benches. fitted mainly with shallow 
trays. but With a few shehes for larger 
objects. (See plale 9). Chalk boards are 
of the slldmg and hinged type, w hich has 
the ;'I dvantages that the teacher can raise 
or lower the board into a comfortable 
position, and that the surface available for 
writmg on is  three times that of the wall 
surface occupied by the board These 
boards have, however. proved to be 
slightly more expensive per sq. ft. than the 
cloth roller boards provided elsew here i n  
the school. For a full list of furniture and 
eqUipment pro\'ided, sce AppendiX 1 .  
76. I n  order to provide a home within 
the school for Ihe younger chIldren, these 
clghl classrooms have been arranged in a 
two storey block, which will be entirely 
their own. There are four classrooms on 
each of the two Ooors, together with coats 
and saOltary faCIlities for 120 (see 
diagram 9); each floor thus serves one of 
the first two years. Because of the slope 
of the Slle, i t  was possi ble to arrange an 
entr.lOce from the courtyard al a lower 
Icvel for storage, service rooms and a 
small tuck shop. 
77. The fourth Side of the entrance court· 
yard is open and leads on to play spaces 
dcslgned for the adventurous, runnmg· 
about games enjoyed by 1 I  and 1 2  year 
olds. This nucleus of buildmgs and playing 
area io;. e.\sily identifiable on rl pproachlOg 
the school and should form a base with 
which new pupils can become fan1lliar 
before their interests lead them to dls· 




78. The general teaching spaces for the 
m iddle school are arranged to form the 
accommodation for six houses, each of 
thirty boys and thIrty girls draw n from the 
third, fourth and fifth )ears. As with the 
lower school, these pupils have a special 
entrance to their part of the school build· 
ings, and each house can be entered direct 
from a paved courtyard. This courtyard 
has a central free area for circulation and 
informal recreation, while on three sides 
are 3 number of bays with seats. These 
are screened by planting set in tiered 
flower beds. 
79. The accommodation for each house 
consists of a house· room of 683 sq. ft.. a 
group·room of 369 sq. ft., and two studies 
for the housemaster and housemistress. 
These rooms are grouped round an 
entrance hall, domestic to scale, from 
w hich there is  access to the kitchen, coal· 
hanging facilities and sanitary accom­
modation which are shared by each pair 
of houses. The house·room and group· 
room serve also as teaching spaces, the 
former for only half its time because i t  is  
also used for dining. 
80. The house accommodation is  
designed to ser, e a number of functions. 
Some of these are i llustrated i n  diagrams 
1 0  13 .  Diagram 10, for instance, shows a 
house at the beginning of the school day. 
The sixty members of the house have come 
10 from the courtyard. have hung their 
coats on the coat racks, changed their 
shoes and selccled the books needed for 
Ihe morning lessons from their lockers, 
either to the house·roolll or the entrance 
hall. The register may have been called lO 
two groups of thirty. using both house· 
room and group·room, or collectively. 




Diagram 10. HousE-assembly 
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Areas: House-room 683 sq. fl. 
Group-room 369 sq. fl. 
Now the pupils have come into the house­
room for 3 meeting, which may begin with 
an act of worship. In order to clear the 
floor for this assembly, the chairs and 
tables have been stacked in an alcove 
away from the main windows. 
81. Diagram 1 1  shows the probable 
arrangement during a typical teaching 
period. The group-room is being used as 
a general teaching space for a middle 
school set of twenty, drawn from the 
middle school generally, and not from this 
house alone. The room may well be used 
frequently for one particular subject, and 
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thus it may have developed its own 
characteristics, c.g., travel posters in a 
language room, distinctive wall-charts, 
displays of newspaper cUllings, etc., in 
others. Meanwhile, in the house-room 
there is another set of twenty pupils from 
the middle school. The larger room area 
lends itself 10 subjects needing extra space 
for movement, e.g., play-reading. The 
house-room can also be used for groups 
larger than twenty, thus allOWing addi­
tional flexibility in the arrangement of the 
timetable. Both house-room and group­
room are equipped with storage and dis­
play facilities similar 10 those in the lower 
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Diagram 1 1 .  11 0 U SI: teachinG 
school rooms, but thc chalkboards are 
movable and can be stored away. During 
school hours, the housemaster's study 
may be used for tutorials, while the study 
bay III the house hall may be used by two 
or three pupils working on their own. The 
study bay is equipped with two hinged 
writing tables which fold nat against the 
wall when not in use, and one or two easy 
chairs with book rests. 
82. Dmgram 1 2  sho\\s how the house­
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of the school. pupils and staff. Each 
house-room can seat 128 diners in IWO 
sitt ings, which will allow for 100 pcr cent 
dining. Each sitting is accommodated at  
eight tables, each for eight diners, and will 
be based on family organisation, two 
from each table aCling as servers. The 
tables arc made up of dual leaching tables 
wilh clip-on extension lOpS which, when 
not used for dining. arc stacked away in 
the store room. Only six extension tops 
arc needed in each house-room. Addi­
tional chairs arc taken from the store 
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Diagram 12. HouSE-dming 
adjacent to each house-room. In order to 
prevenl sound from the kitchen from 
interfering with teaching. the servery 
hatch has special hinged doors of heavy 







83. Throughoul lhe lunch periods, those 
who are not dining may use the group­
room. 
84. After school hours, the house may be 
used for a variety of activities. D iagram 13 
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Diagram 13. HOUSE-after school actlvitlcs 
shows the housemaster uSing his study for 
a meeting with the parents of onc of the 
members of his house. The group-room IS 
arranged for a nlcet lllg, possibly of the 
science or literary society(in another house 
the group-room might be set aside for 
pupils w ishing to do their homework at 
school). The house-room Itself can be used 
28 
as a general club-room, for table-tennis. 
for pIa} rehearsals, for house meetings or. 
10 fact, for any of the multitude of 
activities which make up the �ocial life of 
the house or the school. 
8S. For a full list of furniture and equip· 
ment, see Appendix I .  
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Sixth form 
86. In most of the schools visited, i t  was 
usual for the sixth form to be accom­
modated in a number of classrooms of 
about 480 sq. ft. The sixth form would 
therefore be divided fairly arbitrarily into 
forms of about thirty, the diVision not 
corresponding to the teaching groups, 
which would usually be smaller ID size. 
Even these teaching groups were not found 
to be stable units, O\>,Ing to the great 
variety of teaching courses and the con­
sequent cross-setting. Sometimes the sixth 
form prefects had a small room for their 
own use, perhaps a converted locker­
room or hlrgc store, furnished informally 
with table and chairs and, possibly, having 
facilities for making tea and snacks. 
Headmasters felt It important that Ihis 
kind of room should be provided in order 
to foster the idea of discussion and debate 
as an essential part of the education of the 
older pupils. 
87. These observations led to the pro­
vision at Arnold of a si'(th form common­
room of 850 sq. fl. (see diagram 14). It 
is designed as a club-room for the older 
pupils, treating them more as students 
than as school children. Along one wall 
runs a long, fixed seat. There are square 
tables for groups of four and individual 
hinged writing tables. A wall-bench fitted 
with a sink and griller, and with cup­
boards above, provides the means of 
preparing tea and snacks. On two sides 
of the room there are bays of book lockers, 
whose internal dimensions are 30 in. by 
I I  in. by 9 in., sufficient in number for the 
whole of the sixth form. 
&8. The common-room opens on to a 
south facing terrace, which is part of the 
house courtyard but separated from i t  by 
being raised 4 ft. above the general level. 
The balustrade to this raised terrace is  
29 
designed to form a continuous scat, and in 
addition the chairs and tables can be 
brought out from the common-room and 
placed on the terrace 10 fine weather. 
89. Though designed primarily for 10-
formal use, the common-room may on 
occasion be used for special teaching 
purposes, C.g . •  a debate. or a lecture to the 
whole si�th form on some general subject. 
90. For ordinary teaching purposes there 
are four roomS rangmg in size between 
2 1 0-3 10  sQ. ft., suitable for groups of up 
to I S  students. (See diagram 7). These 
rooms arc entirely for sixth rorm tcaching 
use. ahhough one also serves outsidc 
teaching hours as a houst>-group room; 
they are designed as annexes to the library 
where the Sixth formers Will naturally 
spend much of their time. Indeed as the 
number of books increases. those which 
are used only by sixth formers may well 
be mo, ed into these rooms. 
9 1 .  The conventlona!. formal classroom 
arrangement was not considered appro­
priate for the discussion group type of 
lesson which will be frequently adopted in 
the sixth form. In three of the rooms large 
tables are provided, which can be placed 
together for the whole group of students. 
In  one of the rooms, however, there are 
individual tables. as i t  will serve as an 
additional privute study room. Chalk­
boards are of (he hinged and folding type, 
which give a writing surface of twice the 
wall area and which, when closed, expose 
a surface of pin-up board. 
92. To complete this summary of the 
general teaching accommodation for the 
sixth form, reference should be made to 
the private study l ibrary, which is adjacent 
to the sixth form teaching rooms and 
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studies. Though not a formal teaching 
space where a teacher will ever take a class 
or group, It is an essential part of the 
accommodation for sixth form pupils, 
catering as It does for one of the principal 
MAIN BNTRANCE 
o 
WIl¥ uncler t"rom entrance 
" learning" activities which characterise 
their work. 
93. For a full list of sixth form furniture 







Diagram 14. S IXTH r O R M  C O M M O N  R O O M  
Area : 850 sq. ft. 
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S C I E N C E  A C C O M M O D A T I O  
General 
94. Apart from the division of science 
into its constituent subjects of physics, 
chemistry and biology, the feature of 
science teaching, as practised in eldsting 
grammar schools, which had the greatest 
Implications for the planning of new 
accommodation was the separation of the 
work into practical and theoretical 
studIes. The theoretical work usually 
took the form of a talk by the teacher, 
using the chalkboard and, quite often, 
giving a practical demonstration or using 
visual aids, with the pupils iistening, 
watchmg, asking questions and taking 
notes. 
95. The practical work, on the other 
hand, was normally earned out, at least 
up to '0' level, by pupils working in pairs, 
setting up and working e�perimental 
apparatus, taking readings and notes, with 
the teacher moving amongst them giving 
help and guidance. After '0' level, 
students were more frequently seen work­
ing on their own at theoretical and 
practical work. Two or three groups 
might sometimes use one laboratory at 
the same time, with only very general 
supervision by a teacher. 
96. While practical work was always, of 
necessity. carried out in a laboratory. a 
variety of accommodation was seen in 
use for the theoretical studies. Some 
schools had a lecture room with tiered 
seating, others had a science classroom, 
wjth a sink and other services in a wall­
bench near a teacher's table. I n  many 
cases, of course, the laboratory itself was 
used. Another arrangement, often dis­
cussed but not actually seen, is to have a 
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lecture bay at one end of the laboratory. 
or in a space between two laboratories. 
97. All these arrangements have their 
advantages and disadvantages. The tiered 
lecture-room, and its alternatIve the 
science classroom. provide ideal con­
ditions for watching a demonstration and 
for taking notes at the same tlOle--the 
pupIls bemg seated at tables or writing 
surfaces designed primaril>' for that 
purpose, and in a good position to sec the 
demonstration bench. But, assuming the 
laboratories are in more or less constant 
use, the provision of thiS kmd of room 
would imply that a whole period would 
be spent there, and most science teachers 
considered this amount of theoretical 
work at one time to be mappropriate 
for all but the most senior pupils. 
98. To use the laboratory for theoretical 
work avoids this difficulty, the teacher 
being able to switch to practical work, and 
back again, as occasion demands. 'But in 
a laboratory designed primarily for 
practical work, with good space between 
benches, some pupils must necessarily 
be badly placed for watching the teacher's 
demonstration. The teacher eIther accepts 
this disadvantage or collects the pupils 
in a group near the ciemonstration bench, 
in which case it is difficult for them to 
take notes. Another disadvantage is that 
laboratory benches, being designed for 
pupils standing up to do their practical 
work, are unsuitable, both in height and 
knee-room, for writing; laboratory stools, 
also, are not helpful in this respect. 
99. The third arrangement, the inclusion 
of a lecture bay as part of the laboralOry, 
would obviate all the disadvantages of the 
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other two arrangements and should there­
fore provide the Ideal solution-good 
vISion and suitable seatmg for demonstra­
lions combined with practical facilities 
which are adjacent nnd available at any 
tunc but ]t obviously requires more space 
and thiS has 10 be considered in relation 
10 the needs of the school as a whole. 
100. At Arnold It was deCided Ihat the 
cllent'� brief would best be met by design­
Ing the laboratOries 3') practical rooms 
,Ind by makmg proviSion for theoretical 
\\-ork III a tiered lecture demonsLr�lIion 
room. 
Provision at Arnold 
101 The accommodatIon provided for 
sClcnce at Arnold is set oul in Table 3 
below. 
101. Thc science accommodation is in a 
three-storey block approached from the 
school through a glazed corridor, which 
forms one SIde of a science courtyard. As 
deSigned, thiS corridor IS adequate only 
for circulation. An .. ddltional module in 
Width would have increased Ihe value of 
this space considerably by making i t  
possible {Q create small experimental or 
exhibition bays, possibly associated with 
the courtyard. But there is, of course, a 
Im1it 10 what can be added in this way. 
There is, however, al the entrance to the 
block, an exhibition space, with a small 
study bay for about six pupils, which can 
be used either for a small class or for 
private study. 
103. On the ground floor of the block 
(see diagram 15) are the two chemistry 
laboratories and the biology laboratory. 
The latter opens on to the science court­
yard which contains a greenhouse, experi­
mental planting beds and a pond. On the 
first floor are the physics, mathematics 
.tnd general science laboratories and, on 
the lOp Aoor, the lecture demonstration 
room and the geography, technical draw­
mg and commerce rooms. A small service 
11ft connects the preparation rooms on 
each floor, so that equipment can easily 
be taken up to the lecture demonstration 
room. 
104. With the exception of the general 
science laboratory, the layout of the 
Table J. Science Accommodation 
Room 
Gencral selcnce lab. 
PhYSICS lab. 
Chemistry lab . .  
Biology lab. 
Advanced physics lab. 
Advanced chcnllStry lab. 
MathematiCS lab. 












Lo\\cr school groups of 30 
Middle school groups of 20 
. .  .. .. " 
" " "  . .  and 
sixth form max. groups of 20 
Sixth form max. groups of 20 
.. . . . .  t o  
General, groups ma�. 20 
General, larger groups 
4 Prcparation rooms, each 200 (mcluding storage) attached to biology. physics. chemistry aDd 
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Diagram IS. S C I E N C E  D E P A RT M E N T-ground floor 
For areas see Table 3 
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laboratories has been influenced by the 
smaller size of the teachlllg groups and by 
the provisIOn of a separate lecLUre demon­
stration room. The benches arc arranged 
primarily for practical work, and this has 
led to a sm.lller, squarer laboratory. In the 
chemistry laboratory. for Instance, the 
fixed island benches are arranged In a 
hollow square, leaVing plenty of room 
between benchc�. With this arrangement, 
It IS possIble to use any bench for Incidental 
demon<;tratlon work, as each is visible 
from the others. 
Equipment and storage 
105. Detailed Information about benches. 
sen lces, storage, etc., is glvcn In Appendix 
I .  Gencrally It may be notcd hcrc that 
Island benchcs arc fixed m the chemi<;lry 
laboratOries because of the scn ices and In 
the advanccd phYSICS l.tboratory because 
of the need for a steady base for delicate 
readings. L1scwherc the tables arc movable. 
giving greater fleXibility In the use of the 
laboratory. Hot water IS supplied to the 
washing-up Sink In each laboratory and 
preparatIOn room. A fireclay. self­
supporting, trapped dilution pot was 
dcslgned for the chemistry benches. 
(Plule 6). 
106. Black-out IS provided In the lecLUre 
demonstration room, the biology labora­
tory and its preparation room, the physics 
laboratories. the optics room and the 
geography room. Exlract fans compensate 
for the loss of ventilation which results 
from fittmg the black-out blinds. Dim-out 
is provided 1 0  the general sCIence labora­
tory. 
107. There IS storage space under 
benches and 10 wall cupboards; the ialler 
have doors alternately of glass and of ply­
wood covered with plll·Up board (Plate 9). 
In the chemistry laboratories, movable 
cupboard units arc provided under the 
Island benches for storing pupils· chemistry 
apparatus. Books can be placed on top of 
these UllltS. where there is a gap of several 
mches below the underSIde of the bench. 
Immediately below the bench tops there 
are pull·out writms shelves. (Plate 1 0). 
108. Prel)aralion rooms are provided 
where the two laboratory stewards 
auached to the school can make special 
pIeces of apparalus, set u p  and dismantle 
appMatlls for demonstrations, and gener­
ally look after the laboralory equipment. 
These are eqUipped with the usual facilitIes 
of bench, water, gas and electrical services, 
togelher with some provision for using 
simple woodwork and metalwork tools. 
C R A FT R O OMS 
109. All the grammar schools visited had 
craft rooms for such subjects as art and 
crafl, housecraft, woodwork and metal­
work. Sometimes these formed an integral 
part of thc school bUilding, sometimes. 111 
the case of older schools, they had been 
added on lalcr. The approach to crafts 
varied from school to school. Some boys' 
schools, pMtlcularly those with a technical 
bias or stream, ran very dctailcd courses 
m both woodwork and metalwork; others. 
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possibly because of their Slrong classical 
or sCientIfic tradition, did not devote as 
much lime. In girls' schools, housecraft 
appeared to be given a much more 
SCientific basis than in the secondary 
modern schools. Generally. both in boys' 
and girls' schools, pupils worked itS a 
class on a task set by the tcacher, although 
individual pupils were occasionally found 
engaged on a model or pieces of apparatus 
of their own. 
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1 10. The Intention of the brief for the 
practical rooms at Arnold was to enable 
pupils to make a selection of crafts, as of 
other subjects comprising the course they 
would follow. For instance. some pupils 
might consider art, woodwork or domestic 
science as subjects to be offered in the 
G.C.E. Others, not so drawn to making 
things with their hands, nllght prefer to 
broaden their scientific or language courses 
by studying the history of painting, of 




Diagram 16. C R A f T  D E P A R T M E N T  
I l l . On the subject of craft teaching, 
local employers. who werc among those 
consulted, thought that thorough basic 
tcaching in SClencc, mathematics and 
English coupled with a recognition of the 
function and potentialities of tools and 
materials, rather than the acquisition of 
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Total area: 4,432 sq. ft. 
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manual Skills, would provide the most 
promlStng background for employment 10 
the higher ranks of IOdustry. They poimed 
out that the will 10 work and love of the 
work undertaken were qualities for which 
they looked when appointtng their staff. 
GIHn these, they could qUickly tram 
intelligent recrUits 10 the technical skills 
reqUired for workshop practice. 
1 1 2. These were among the optnions that 
suggested the somewhat no\cl design of 
the craft accommodation In the school. 
Instead of betng sub-divided Into the 
rooms of 850 sq. fl each, the area 
scheduled was conceil,-cd as a Single large 
space wilh zones appropnate to the pur­
SUil of different crafts. (See diagram 1 6). 
Thus the hou'\ecraft zone nows on onc 
hand Into a small dietetics laborJtor) and 
on another 1010 a space furnished as a 
liVing room. These are Imked w!lh bays 
that c<ln be used for needlecraft. wcaving. 
painting, sculpture. poltery or any other 
craft that e'\cltes the curiOSity of a PUPIl. 
Because they are relatively dirty and noisy. 
woodwork and metalwork, though Imked 
visu<llly With the former areas, are actually 
diVided from them by glazed partitions. 
The whole group of spaces IS arranged i n  
the form of a hollow square and the 
central courtyard provides at once direct 
access to any particular craft and addi­
tional space where on SUitable occasions 
work can be tak.en mlo the open air. 
I 1 3. Some of the bays, because of Ihclr 
special fixed eqUlpmem, are l imited to 
particular crafts. Others, eqUipped with 
baSIC slOrage and services, may be used 
for a vanety of crafts, dependlllg on the 
range of skills a\ allable among Ihe staff, 
and on the vanous requirements of the 
pupils. The bays are mter-connecting, so 
thal two or more crafts can be combined­
for mstance a metal armature for a piece 
of sculpture might be made 10 the metal­
work shop adjommg the modelling bay, or 
a fabnc printmg might be the combined 
work of both needlework and drawing 
classes. 
J 14.  Storage is provided i n  small stores 
or storage bays atlached to the various 
craft areas, and in wall-benches, shelves 
and cupboards in the spaces themselves. 
T H E  P R O V I S IO N  O F  M E A L S  
Dining 
1 1 5. Between 90 and 100 per cent of the 
pupils, I.C., up to 720, are expected to 
take the school meal. I t  was desirable to 
break down IlllS largc number 11110 smaller 
groups and the house organisation of the 
middle school prOVided the opportunity. 
Each of the six houses will cater in two 
sitllngs for 1 28 pupils and staff. 
1 1 6. FamIly organisation will be used 
with eight to a table. The tables are of 
the usual dual teachmg type, hut they have 
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c'lttension tops which clip on to provide 
twice the area. (Plates J I & 12). 
Kitchen 
1 1 7. Several alternative arrangements 
were considered for preparing and serving 
the meals for the whole school. The most 
economical, to ha\'e one kitchen serving 
into one dining room. was already ruled 
out (sec paragraph 1 1 5). nor was it practic­
able to have one kitchen serving directly 
into six dining rooms. The possibility of 
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having three separate kitchens serving 
pai.rs of houses was considered but this 
would have meant a long peripheral 
service road. 
1 1 8. This left two solutions for final 
consideration. The first was to have a 
central kitchen serving the six dining 
rooms by means of heated trolleys, the 
second. to have a central food store and 
vegetable preparations area supplying the 
uncooked food to each of three kitchens. 
The latter alternative was preferred for the 
following reasons: ( I )  direct service from 
kitchen to dining rooms ensures that none 
of the heat or palatability of the meal is 
lost; (2) closer relrllionship between 
kitchen and house staff should make for 
smoother runnmg: (3) a 250 meal kitchen 
should be more manageable than one for 
750; (4) Its domestiC scale should be 
at! ract ive to kitchen stafT; (5) centralisat ion 
of vegetablc preparatIOn, economical m 
itself, Isolates the dirty operations from 
the cookmg areas; (6) the cost of equip· 
men! is lower. heated trolleys in particular 
being expensive (although on the other 
hand about 400 sq. ft. more floor area is 
needed). 
1 19. The central store will contain about 
three weeks supplies. It will be staffed by 
a supervisor-storekeeper, responsible for 
ordering all supplies, check 109 the 
deliveries, issuing food dally to the three 
kitchens and carrymg out all the general 
clerical work of the meals service. She will 
be helped by one or two assistants either 
permanently allached to the central store 
or drawn from the kitchens. The menus 
for each kitchen. pOSSibly different from 
one another, will be the responsibility of 
the cook-supervisor in each kitchen, who 
wdl order supplies dally from the central 
store. For case of communication, the 
kitchens are linked to the central store by 
telephone. 
1 20. The three kitchens. each capable of 
serving 250 meals, arc based, except for 
the storage and vegetable preparation 
areas. on BUILDING BULLETIN No. 1 1 ·  
recommendations. There is in addition a 
small larder for those goods which are not 
completely used up 10 one day, and a 
refrigerator for the occasions when meat 
has to be prepared on the previous day. 
1 2 1 .  The serveries also follow BUILDING 
BULLETIN No. 1 1 ,  and are planned to 
allow independent service to each of the 
dining rooms. 
S T O R A G E  O F  P U P I L S '  B E L O N G I N G S  
1 22. Coats, hats and shoes are stored in 
racks near the small units of sanitary 
accommodation which are distributed 
throughout the school. Plate 4 illustrates 
these racks. 
123.  With the exception of those in their 
first year who have locker tables, each 
pupil has a locker for storing books (see 
Plate 8). The dimensions of Ihe locker 
were determined from a survey carried out 
in some existing grammar schools. The 
sixth form lockers are 30 in. by 9 in. by 
1 1  10. and have two shelves, and space to 
take onc row of foolscap folders. The 
other lockers are 1 6  in. by 9 in. by I 1  in. 
and have one shelf. 
·MlRlstry of Education BUilding BuUetin No. I I -The Design of School Kilchens (H.M.S.D. 
out of pnnt.) 
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124 I n�leJ.d of the usual storage for gym 
kit. the expenment ls bemg Ined of ha\lng 
a laundry. The extra co:)t of runl1lng thiS 
system has . of course. to be weighed up 
ca rcrulIy but agaln:)t thiS cos t can be 
placed some considerable advantages. Kit. 
once used. IS returned directly to the 
laundry. Instead of I) Ing dirty 111 a locker 
or satchel before be mg taken home for 
washing. There IS a SJVlng of space. but 
the consequent savmg 111 cost is almo�t 
outweighed b)' the cost of thc equipment. 
(See Appendl' 2). 
1 25. The g) m '" Il  is supplied b) the Local 
Educat ion Authorlt) In sufficient numbe rs 
and S izes 10 cater  for the whole school. and 
IS stored on shelvcs separating the laundry 
from the corndor which leads to the 
changing rooms Jnd the gymnaS i um. BillS 
are supplied for used kit and towels. 
1 26. The laundry has three machmes, a 
washing mach1l1e. a hydro-extractor and a 
drying tumbler. In order to sterilise the 
garment. the temperature of the water 111 
the was lung machme is raised 10 200 .F. or 
more. After washing, the clothmg goes 
first mto the hydro-e,\:tractor, which re­
mO\'es some of the water by centrifugal 
forcc. and then IntO thc drYing tumbler 
which completes the operation by heat 
and movcme nt. This mcthod makes Iron­
mg unnecessary. 
127. The laundry equlpmcnt IS similar to 
that used 1 0  small commcrcial laundnes 
and hotels. but as It IS not economical or 
practical to use steam 111 a school heatmg 
system, machines were chosen which boost 
water temperatures and pro\ lde heat for 
drying b) means of electricity. 
A D M I N I S T R A T I O N  
1 28. fhe Information gl\cn 10 BUILDIf'.;O 
BULu.nN No. 2 ·  on the accommodation 
reqUIred for the teaching st.1fT applies 
ge ner.llly to grammar schools also. Three 
additional pomts s hould bc notcd :-
( I )  as grammar schools tcnd to be 
large and complex, part of the staff 
accommodation m3) usefully be pro­
vided 10 the form of small studlcs asso­
ciJtcd both with the socl3l spaces (for 
stafT who as form or house masters are 
responsible for the ge neral we ll-being of 
a group of pupils) and In parts of the 
bulldmg which house departments such 
as sCience. musIc and crafts (for heads 
of departments) ; 
(2) although onc main common room 
is ge nerally preferrcd. a �ll1all writing 
room IS a useful adjunct for teachers 
· Mmistry of Education BUlldmg Bulletm No. 2 
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who wi�h to work QUietly durmg break 
or the lunch hour. Dunng school hours. 
the mam common room Itself is avail­
able for tillS purpose ; 
(3) advice on careers is usually made 
availablc to pupils and parents either by 
a mcmber of the staff or by the Youth 
Employment Officer. A separate room 
IS not essential for these meetmgs-the 
medical mspection room or onc of the 
small s tudies could be used. It IS. 
howc\cr, meful to have a pm-up board. 
on which mformallon about careers 
can be posted, put up In a part of the 
school used b) Ihe older pupils. 
1 29. The Information III BUILDING 
BUl.LETIN No. 2 on other administrative 
rooms and stores is also relevanl to 
N� .... Secondary Schools (H.M.S O. out of pr in I) 
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grammar schools, though storage for 3 far 
greater number of sets of tcxt books is 
requlrcd. At Arnold, provisIOn has been 
made for 5.000 books (additional to the 
7.000 books In the library). Storage can. 
of course, be far more compactly arranged 
than in a IIbrar). 
T H E  S I T E  
Playing fields 
1 30. The slle is 34! acres In extent (see 
plan) and \\111 accommodate. In adduion 
to the grammar school. and Its playing 
fields, a two form entry girls' secondary 
modern school ",nd Its plaYing fields. and 
the playing fields for 200 boys from an­
other secondary modern school. 
1 3 1 .  I t  was decided to construct the 
playing fields for all thrce schools together 
under one conlract. The grammar school 
itself has two rugby pitches. two hockey 
pitches, onc cricket square. three jumping 
pus and seven tennis courts, and also 
shares with the other schools a four-lane 
cinder runnmg track. The tennis courts 
(six forming part of the statutory paved 
area, the seventh IS In thc covercd ath­
letics shed) were provided from the nett 
cost of the grammar school. 
1 32, In  order to  have the playing fields 
available by the time the school opened. 
their construction was started. under a 
separate contract, in advance of the main 
building contract. (Sce Table 4), This also 
allowed the best to be made of the natural 
seasonal processes; for instance, when the 
major earth moving had been completed 
the pitches were left fallow throughout 
one winter In order to clean the land. 
133. The steep slope of the land pre­
sented considerable difficulty in the con­
struction of the playing fields. and 
required the formation of terraces with 
banks rangmg in height from 8 ft. to 1 7ft. 
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The most gradual slope pOSSible. If too 
much land was not to be used uP. was 
22! . Although a slope of thiS kind IS not 
difficult to mow where the bank is small, 
the banks at Arnold were so large that 
tractors would have been III danger of 
sllppmg and overturning. To cut down 
the mowmg as much as possible, there­
fore, the banks were sown with meadow 
grasses and wild flowers and will only 
need to be scythed once a year. The 
appearance of these banks, with the 
colour and texture of the flowers punctu­
ated by trees, should provide a more natu­
ral and IIlteresting appearance than the 
normal expanse of close-cropped sward. 
1 34. The seeding specification for the 
pitches generally was: 
I cwt. per acre, composed of: 
35 Ibs. S.23 perennial rye-grass, 
14  Ibs. crested dog's tail, 
7 Ibs. rough stalked meadow grass, 
49 Ibs. chewings fescue, 
7 Ibs, New Zealand brown top. 
1 35. Seeding tnals have been carried out 
on four areas whLch Wilt be subjected to 
equal use: 
N. W. quarter 60 per cent S.23 
1 0 " ,. crested dog's 
10 " 
1 0  ., 
10  " 
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S IV. qllarlel' As In N. W. quarter but 
I j CWIS. per acre. 
N.£. quarter As In paragraph 1 34. 
S.C. quarter As in N E. quarter but I !  
cwlS. per acre. 
1 36. Twel\,e months after sowlOg, no 
differences between the areas were viSible. 
but the full value of the cxperunent will 
not be known for several years. 
Landscape 
1 37. The site IS a fine one, with good 
prospects rangmg frolll the comparatively 
rural and unspoilt Mapperley Ridge to­
wards the east 10 the outsklr!s of Notting­
ham bounded by low hills to the south­
west. Rather In the shape of a Irlted 
saucer, 11 can be secn from afar and the 
school, with Its surrounding acres, will 
become a focal pornt m the landscape, 
with the grand scale of the embankments 
and cuttrngs to the playrng fields echoing 
the terraces of the school lLSclf. 
1 38. Honzontal and vertical dimensions 
are so great (there is a difference in level of 
90 ft. from north-east 10 south-west) that 
only with considerable numbers of forest 
trees could It be hoped to provide pOlOts 
of referencc for scale and distance. The 
position of behs and clumps of trees was 
determrncd, therefore, both by their basic 
function as wrnd breaks and by this need 
for Visual punctuation. For complete list 
of planting materials see Appendix 4. 
1 39. Normally there are good reasons 
for not having Irees on, or adjacent 10, 
pitches-they reduce the limils within 
which the pitches can be moved, they 
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prOVide unwanted shade and dnp on the 
grass. and they make mowrng difficult. At 
Arnold. With the planting of trees on, and 
Immediately adjacent to, the scythed 
banks, these objections were overcome, 
and the usual bareness of playing fields 
avoided. For these areas sycamore, 
Norway maple and ash were chosen. 
140. Nearer the school, smaller groups of 
trees and Isolated specimens of rather 
more exotic type have been planted, in 
order to create a more domestic feeling 
and also to provide useful subjects for 
botanical study. On most or the embank­
ments and cUllings around the school 
buildrng low ground-coverrng shrubs were 
planted; those which are to be used as 
outdoor teaching spaces have, however, 
been grassed. 
1 4 1 .  The main approach 10 the school is  
bounded on one side by a broad bank of 
lavender and on the other by a row of red 
twigged hmes which, by their regularity. 
delineate the division between an approach 
road and car-park. The approach ter­
nllnates at higher level in  the entrance 
court, where smaU flourishrng trees 
(snowy mespilus) contrast With the larger 
limes and introduce a smaller scale. Here 
also the areas between the paved traffic 
routes to the craft block and the lower 
school have been planted with low spread­
ing shrubs through which naturalised 
bulbs flower In Ihe spring. Paving is  
generally direct from point to point but 
thorny shrubs have been planted to dis­
courage short-cutting at certain points. 
142. The m'tln approach leads at the 
lower level into a small court with a 
fountain, and climbing plants are used to 
cover the retainrng walls to the sixth form 
terrace. This space then opens out into 
the central court, which is designed as a 
, 
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Table 4. Relationship between school and playing fields construction periods 
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centre for outdoor meetmgs and qUiet 
recreation for the middle school. 
143.  The courtyards are an essential 
pan of the school nnd have, 10 their own 
.... ay. educational functions as \'lIal as 
those of mtcrnal tcachmg spaces. Observa­
tion of pupils durlllg "break t imes" 
IIldu,;ated the need for several clearly 
dllTerentlated areas and courts. Firstly. 
there are the bOisterous younger pupils 
who need unc01l')tncted play space for 
them sc,"era! .. Irtdlclal mounds, wide 
nights of steps and treed slol1co; have been 
de�lgned At the other e'(lreme are the 
su.th former ...  '" ho tend to behave 10 a 
more purposeful, adult WJ) and have 
therefore been provided \\llh a terrace 
where the) can �II and rcad. or walk and 
talk 10 small groups. Thlrdl). there are the 
middle school pupils. who arc ncuher 
qUite so bOl�terous as the youngsters 
nor so �edate as the !.n�th formers but 
border on both, These ha\c a housecourt 
with open pa\lng for play and seats In 
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bays formed by plant 109 for quieter 
relaxation, In some cases the courtyards 
also serve as outdoor teachmg spaces or as 
fine weather circulation between vanous 
pans of the bUlldlOg. Pa\ 109 is sometimes 
patterned with bnck squares and other 
textured surfaces. sometimes punctuated 
by trees and plant tubs, sometimes 
arranged 10 small bays with seats sur­
rounded by pl,lOtlOg. All thiS, together 
with broad nights of steps, terraces, 
rami1S and retalOlOg walls. is designed to 
contnbute 10 the flchness and value of the 
outSide spaces. 
144 A final word may be added about 
the landscape treatment of the athletics 
�hcd, \\ hlch pro\lded a particular problem. 
To give protection from the wind. wide 
hedges of qUld.-growlOg hawthorn and 
myrobalan ha\e been pro\lded, with 
occ�,sional hawthorn trees to ease this long 
screen inlo the broader landscape of 
playing fields and forest trees. 
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1 1 .  S T R U C T U R E A N D  SE R V I C E S  
I N T R O D U C T I O N  
145. The t-.linlstry's Interest In the 
development of prefabricated systems of 
construction for school bUilding has not 
been due to any deSire for prefabrication 
for its own sake, nor has there been the 
expectation of any saving of money corn· 
pared with traditional forms of con· 
structlon. The fact simply IS that as the 
series of large bulldmg programmes of 
recent ) ears got under way It became clear 
that the labour force available would 
never meet all the Increased commitments, 
certainly not in time. Some areas were, of 
course, more fortunate than others in this 
respect, but there were few which did not 
suffer to some extent from the shortage of 
bricklayers, plasterers and labourers, and 
in many the situation was desperate. 
146. II  was thus clear that for many 
years prefabricated systems of construc· 
lion would have 10 be used and the 
Ministry ",as anxious to see that there 
should be not one but several systems for 
local authorities to choose from. The 
school at Arnold is the latest of seven 
development projects in prefabricated 
construction, each of which is either 
entirely different from the others or. at 
least. contains significant changes within a 
previously tried system. 
147. Before describing the system used at 
f.,rnold II may be useful to summarise 
here the advantages of prefabricated 
systems generally, for, while it may be 
true that many local authorities were 
forced by circumstances to adopt them, 
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many by now continue to use them 
because of their Inherent mcnts. These 
may be stated as: 
( I )  speed of erection; 
(2) ease of planning: the structural 
design work IS "bUilt-in" to the system 
and Ihe deSign limitatIOns. such as they 
are, are SImple and easily mastered. 
Planning IS rreed from the load·bearing 
wall and by Its nature the �ystelll may 
contribute much. especially by way of 
fleXibility, to the plan: 
(3) Simplification of drawlOg: stan­
dard component draWings are supplied 
by the manufacturer and working 
draWings are consequently greatly sim· 
phfied even when a systcm IS used for 
the first lime. This facilitates the work 
of the architect's office: 
(4) Improved cost control : with a 
catalogue of priced components cost 
checking may be more precise. A 
greater use of component scheduling 
tends to reduce the lime reqUired for 
preparation of bills or quantities. Also, 
rapid assessments of the cost IInplica· 
lions or planning deCisions arc possible; 
(5) authorities with small building 
programmes, who do not possess a 
large enough staff to prepare the 
occasional large proJect, can take 
advantage of a thoroughly worked out 
system. 
148. So far, the advantage� to the clients 
and his staff have been considered. But the 
use of "systems" offers advantages also to 
the building and manufacturing Industries. 
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Among these are; 
( I )  ease of control , factory condl· 
tlon'i promotc the dcvelopment of 
highly skilled teams of technicians. 
Thus full advantage may be taken of 
flow production techniques, including 
scicntlfic control, tcstlng, the economic 
use of comparallvely Intncate and 
expenSive machll1ery, the use of some· 
t llncs unconvcntlonal techniques and 
accuratc costing. This means a more 
efficlcnt and logical use of matenals and 
manpower, and should lead to better 
commercial results: 
(2) speed of erection: thc contractor 
can keep skilled ercctlon teams together; 
teams \'. h ich come on to the Site to do a 
smgle specific job arc organised and 
"bonused" accordmgly. 
O R G A N I S A T I O N  A D C O  T R O L  D U R I N G T H E  
D E V E L O P M E N T  P E R I O D  
149. Dcvelopmcnt work was placed In 
the hand,> of a group cOl1'>lstmg of pnn­
clpals of the contractor's research and 
development department, a SCOlor agent 
from the cOlltractll1g sidc of the same firm, 
the structural englllcer (who was 111 this 
case employed by Ihe contractor) and an 
c.\ecutl .. e architect from the MlIllstry. 
Although from time 10 time they mct the 
directors of the firm and the heads of the 
Ministry's Archltccts and BUilding Branch 
to diSCUSS the broader ImplicatIons of 
theIr work, all the members of thiS deve· 
lopmenl team were empowered to take 
dccl!,lons on polrcy, as well as on purcly 
technical mattcrs, as their work pro­
gressed There is no doubt that Ihe suc­
cessful organlsallon and control of the 
project can be largely attnbuted to thiS 
fact 
I SO. Sccond only 1 0  importance was the 
availability of the contractor's highly 
skilled and experienced research and 
developmcnt organisatIOn, which could 
cast .::and te�t all components as and when 
the design team required. ThiS was of 
fundamental Importance, as the design 
team were not engaged on modifying an 
eXI..,tlllg structural system but were design· 
mg a completely new system from the 
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beglnnmg. The technique of pre-slressed 
and pos(-tensloncd concrete IS stili com­
paratl\cly new and fe\\ , If any, design 
rules exist which could be applied to the 
particular form of structure which was 
bemg developed The mcthod of design 
thcrefore had to be largely empirical and 
each component had to be tested and the 
result .... used by the team In the task of 
refining the next stage of the design. This 
was " continuous process and involved an 
extensive programme of det3lled tests in 
lhe structures laboratory together with a 
continuous study and evalu3tion of the 
results obtained by the engineers and the 
design tcam as a whole. 
1 5 1 .  Of great importance, too, was the 
close day-to-day liaison with the quantity 
surveyors, who considered the cost of each 
component as it took shape under the 
pressurc of structural, contractual and 
architectural requirements. This cost pro­
cess is deSCribed In more detail in Section 
I l l .  
1 52. Whcn the design of the structural 
members and screens was nearing com­
pletIOn a small " mock-up" was designed 
whIch included as many different junc­
tions, changes of level, etc .. as possible. 
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The aim was to provide practical experi· 
ence of various aspects of the system 
before setting out on final production 
runs. The aspects were: 
( I )  erection procedure, and all the 
problems involved in "fining the bits 
together" ; 
(2) tolerances, both between pani· 
cular parts of the Structure and between 
the structure and the screens and 
servICes ; 
(3) detail ing: the possible refining of 
junctions, fixings, etc.; 
(4) training of the erection team. 
1 53. I n  the event, the mock·up was not 
needed, because the contractor decided to 
use the system to bUild a two-storey 
extension at his Research and Develop· 
ment Centre. This gave the development 
team all the opporlunity they needed of 
observing and refining their design, while 
at the same time the erection team which 
was to work on the school was given 
useful practice in  technique. 
1 54 .  Ideally, responsibility for the manu-
facture of all components of the system 
would have been in the hands of the 
sponsor, to ensure complete control. In 
fact. however, the sponsor decided to put 
all concrete components out to tender. 
This did not. In practice, prove to be a 
drawback since both the sponsor and the 
engineer had already applied their wide 
experience to the detailed design of each 
component, so that, when a manufacturer 
had been selected. he had vinually no 
comments or i mprovements to suggest. 
I SS. The story of how these interested 
parties worked together is, therefore, very 
largely the story of how Ihey collectively 
developed the structural components. with 
pre-determined cost targets in mind. Some 
of these targets proved to be too high. 
others had to be raised, but it was shown 
that it was possible to make �Idjustments 
as the job proceeded. and, In the end, this 
form of financial discipline ju'\tified itself 
when the project as a whole, and the 
components of the superstructure, all 
came out on tender within the planned 
cost. 
S T R U C T U R E  
General description 
156. The structure conSists of prc-cast 
concrete components. some of which are 
pre-tcnslOned and some post·tensioned. 
The dimensions were chosen to allow 
freedom of planning on a 3 fl. 4 in. square 
grid with a 1 0  in. vertical grid-these 
dimenSIOns being subject to certain maxi· 
mum spans and heights. I t  is  suitable for 
buildmg up to four storeys. (See diagrams 
17  and 1 8), 
1 57. Flexibility and location of all ele­
ments IS made pOSSible by the careful 
profiling of structural parts, and this also 
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allows the design and fixing of these 
elements to be greatly simplified. 
1 58. Freedom for the passage of services 
is maintained both horizontally through 
the ceiling space and vertically through 
the standard service ducts in partitions. 
The brief 
159. A bnef, setting out the structural 
and dimensional requirements which the 
system would have to satisfy. was first 
drawn up. While it did not postulate a 
system profoundly different from several 
others at  present available, it is perhaps 
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beam spans longest possible dimension 
(saving anchor am erection costs) 
Diagram 1 7. R L L AT l O N  o r  COMPONE NTS TO IIOR I £ O N T AL M O D U L E  
worth quoting smce I t  provides a useful 
yardstick for comparisons With other 
sy�tcms. 
1 60. Within the over·ridmg requirement 
that It should be competltl\e With other 
systems, In speed of construction, and 
With both these and conventional methods 
111 the matter of cost, the syStem was 
reqUired to: 
( I )  explOit the techniques of pre· 
stressing to the full In order to econom· 
Ise In the consumption of steel and to 
achieve the utmost lightness and 
elegance of coostruction; 
(2) be suitable for school con· 
structlon up to four storeys; 
(3) be an open frame, i.e. not relying 
on )oad·beanng walls; 
(4) allow 3 ft. 4 in.· plannmg flex· 
ibllllY in both directions and allow 
internal partitIOns to be placed at 3 fl. 
4 111. Intervals in both direcllons; 
(S) allow changes of ceding heights, 
-All  the modular and sub-modular dimenSion!) gJ\cn are nOll1l1lal. 
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Diagram 18.  V E R T I C A L  M O D U L E  A N D  C H A N G E S  O F  L E V E L  
change of floor level, junctions and 
clerestory windows all in 10 in. incre· 
men IS (using standard components); 
(6) permit free spans of up to 33 fl. 
4 in. for floors and 46 fl. 8 in. for roofs 
(including halls and gymnasiums) using 
the same range of components-neither 
of these maximum spans to be limited 
by a maximum dimension in the other 
-direction ; 
(7) consist of pre-cast components 
of such a size and weight that they 
could easily be handled by one or two 
men or a light mobile crane-al l  units 
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to be as large as possible Within these 
terms in order to reduce site jomting to 
a nlmlOlUm ;  
(8) provide a range of light-weight 
cladding components with the use of 
concrete reduced to a structural 
necessity; 
(9) provide a full and standard range 
of windows, doors and top lights, which 
(as with the cladding) would be dimen­
sioned so as to eitminate special con­
ditions at internal or external corners; 
(10) be erected without the use of 
scaffolding; 
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( 1 1) allow free passage for all ser- of assembly i n  a great number of ways, i n  
vices between ceilings and the noor or order to allow creative planning, rather 
roof above, thus eliminating expensive than the strait-jacket of standard plans. 
and Inflexible floor ducts and crawl-
ways (this dimension to be J ft. 8 In. 
regardless of span): 
( 1 2) allow column spacings of 3 ft. 
4 m., 6 fl. 8 in. and 1 0  ft., with the 
posslbilLty of staggering the columns. 
Column sections to be standard; 
( 1 3) provide demo un table ceiling 
panels for easy access to all services; 
( 1 4) provide vertical ducts In parti­
tions for small service drops; 
( I S) provide walls and roof of which 
the thermal transmitlance coefficients 
(U)  do not exceed 0 · 2  D.T.U./sq. fl. hr. 
deg. F :  
( 1 6) allow roof lights to be placed, 
ell  her singly or i n  groups, a t  any POint; 
( 1 7) provide standard partition com­
ponents with a high level of sound 
insulation between rooms (40 10 45 
deCibel reduction between teaching 
spaces) : 
( 1 8) comply with the recommenda­
tions of BUILDll"oG BULLETI"J No. 7 :  
" Fire and the Design of Schools .. . • 
Technical implications of the brief 
1 6 1 .  The wider aims were, on the onc 
hand, to explOIt Industrial resources and 
available materials, 10 use the best in­
du�trial techniques, and to achieve 
economy In production, materials and site 
labour, whlle, on the other hand, always 
preserving the freedom In planmng which 
the educallonal requirements and the 
nature of the !tlte might demand. The plan 
of the Arnold school, which was designed 
as the system was being developed, c:tlled 
for considerable flexibdity and so tested 
the system very fully. The aim, therefore, 
was to produce a system With as few 
standard parts as possible but yet capable 
1 62. The development of a structural 
system to satisfy this brief threw up a 
number of extremely interesting technical 
problems, some of which arc mentioned 
here in order that the context of the 
development may be clear. 
1 63. Firstly, the planning grid. From 
previous experience at Wokingham, 
Belper and Worthing, the 3 fl. 4 in. grid 
had been found very suitable for detailed 
planning. 
1 64. Secondly, flexibility. The adoption 
of a square plannmg grid implies freedom 
to change direction, and the standard units 
had therefore to be designed to provide 
for all internal and external corner 
conditions. Similarly, i n  section, pro­
vision had to be made both internally and 
externally, for changes of level between 
ceiling heights (which might involve 
c1erestory hghtmg) on opposite sides of 
any run of columns and changes of floor 
level in multiples of 1 0  in. 
1 65. Thirdly. fhe size and lIafllrt' a/ the 
components. The size of units was depend­
ent upon such factors as height, length, 
bulk, and susceptlblilty to damage, which 
all, in variolls ways, affected production 
techniques, handling and storing at 
faclory, transport to site and unloading 
and erection. Decisions had to be made 
early in the deSign stage concerning the 
degree 10 which units would be man­
handled or mechanically handled. Initi­
ally, size was influenced by the basic 
module and its multiples. I n  terms of 
· Ministry of Education Building Bulletin No, 7 Fire and the Design of Schools. (H.M .S.D. 
4s. 6d.) 
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handltng, weight was generally the decid­
Ing factor and most of the structural 
Units beam-webs. bottom boom umts. 
cd Is, ea\Cs. column head') and noor 
plates were of such a sile that the) 
could be easily handled at the factory, and 
in loading and unloading. by one man. 
166 All units in the system were of 
reasonable bulk and either small (clll. 
eaves and beam units) or narrow (beams) 
or slender (columns). Consequentl) for 
road transport they packed well and gave 
full payloads. Virtually no damage ever 
occurred. 
167. With most systems of prefabrication 
the smaller the number of baSIC standard 
components, and the more of each type 
that IS needed, the greater wlil be the 
saving not only in production costs but 
10 office and site work generally. The 
following table gives the number of com­
ponents of each type in the system. 
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1 4  
7 
168. The actual number of columns is. 
of course, far greater since each type is 
oBtainable in 10 in. increments. This was 
a requirement for vertical ncxibility and. 
since moulds are easily "stopped ofT" in 
productIOn. required detailed attention 
only in scheduling and erection. 
.. " 
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1 69. Finall). lolerulICI!S. Exce:,slvc\y fine 
tolerance In manufacture may be of value 
m the factory assembly of components. 
but IS not necessanly an advantage on the 
site, and may even mean unnecessary 
expenditure of time and money. The 
overall accuracy required III the erection 
of a frame of this sort was achieved by 
allOWing sufficiently large in Situ JOints 
between components, rather than b) 
callmg for small castlllg tolerances. ThiS 
applied particularly to beam UnJts; With 
larger componcnts, overlapping slip joints 
were designed to accommodate the rela­
t ively large tolerances expected, e g., panel 
to column Joint. 
The components 
1 70. Prc-cast lightly relllforced clfl ll"its 
(diagram 1 9) are bedded on to the site 
slab round the perimeter of the bUlldlllg. 
They have three main functions: 
( I )  to act as a drip and water bar: 
(2) to " j ig" the rest of the structure 
(since they arc small units they can be 
accurately placed and levclled with 
ease); 
(3) to prOVide a firm base for columns 
at datum level (F.F.L.) so that columns 
need not be carried down into the site 
slab; thus both single and multi-storey 
columns are identical for any given 
room height. 
1 7  J .  Columns-it was a requirement of 
the brief that column sections and cladding 
dimensions should be standard. A fresh 
study of the dlmcnslonal relationships of 
columns. external screens and mternal 
screens was therefore made, and from this 
it appeared that the followlllg conditions 
had to be met: 
( I )  a standard column scction ; 
(2) standard external screcns With no 
"make-up" or corner pieces; 
UI \ I: LOPM['" PROJECTS. 'IlC"O"'-OAItV S('"HOOL. "Rf";OLD August 1960 
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:'��)-,r;;or .. bars 
slot for �ater bar 
• beddin8 
lile slab 
D/ngrnm 19.  ( I Ll  U N I  re; 
(3) standard Internal scrcens with no 
cutting: 
(4) the IIlternal face of [he externnl 
... creen, and the faces of mternal screcn�. 
to be equidistant from the gnd lme; 
(5) the mternal and external screen 
gnd to cOincide with the structural gnd. 
1 72. The last of these conditIOns, which 
is onc of the classic problemc; III the design 
of prefabricated systems, was accepted 
because the alternative, of placlllg 
the cladding half a module outside the 
columns. would cnuse IIltcrrupllon in the 
Internal spaces and 1I11crfcrcnce with 
eqUipment. The resolution of these 
requirements, and the logiC of the column 





1 73.  Columns arc pre-ca�t .Ind pre-ten­
sioned on a long Ime system with four 
0 ·200 in. diameter high tensile steel wires, 
each wire developing a stress of 5.200 lbs. 
The) arc almost entirely of cruciform 
profile. and 6 in. by 6 in. overall the one 
vanatlon, introduced for multi-storey in­
ternal use, IS a 6 in. square column which 
may be used m any internal position, but 
which IS needed especially for cert3m 
heavy lortdlngs where the bUilding rises to 
fOllr storeys. 
1 74. Each column has a tube cast into 
the foot to take the starter bars which 
protrude from the clB unit. ThiS tube is 
grouted up (after plumbing) through pre­
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wmdows and doors are all atli.lchcd with 
friclion fixlOgs it was not necessary 10 cast 
holes into the column; It is therefore 
enllrely standard and may be placed any 
way round. The columns are positioned 
at J fl. 4 in . •  6 ft. 8 in. or 10 ft. centres 
round the structural bay. Each is designed 
to take a maximum load of 25 Ions, and IS 
prestressed in order to counter the bending 
moment which develops under eccentric 





Diagram 2 1 .  C O L U M N  L E N G T H S  
.. 
5 1  
1 75 .  Coll/1Il1/ heads (diagro1ll1 23) are 
made of ordinary reinforced concrele and 
are of several types. All (with Ihe e�cep· 
lion of the elOternal corner type) provide 
onc or more beam scatings. 
1 76. Boulldary beams (diagram 22) are of 
ordinary remforced concrete and span 
between column heads, while being 
'iupported directly on the columns. In 
16'8" maximum storey height 
- .-
heights aval 1 ab1 e in 
• 
10" increments 
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peg for primary beam 
or w1rld 
1 
1 1  
-""� . .  
main 
I I 
I El.l!VATlON FR<ll1 INSIDE 
DiflJ:ram 22 UOU N D A M. Y  8 ( A M  
.:tddlllon 10 providing either onc or IWO 
beam conneCllons Ihey �Cl as external 
c1addmg at roof or Intermediate noor 
level The bound.:try beams arc cast face 
downwards. with two a m. diameter holes 
running from cnd to cnd. These holes 
register with tubes cast Into the column 
heads, so that afler erection continuous 
0,276 m. diameter H.T.S. wires can be 0 
threaded through a complete bay Side and 0 
stressed up. Pockets for the one wire 
anchorages are CJst Into Internal and '.J/ 
e'tternal corner column heads. ThiS stress-
bo� rT>------_ heM---i '. n-..,l � dla. holes tOT , , stress1.nc wire 
� L ___ _ 
LInK cormrrI(J( Ing IS cOlllpleted before the erection or 
dependent maUl or trunmer beams. and 
the wires are pressure grouted. These 
beams Illay be used Internally where'cr a 
nush face is reqUIred, e.g., at changes of 
level or 111 staircase wells. 
Diagram 23. 
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bo� 'elm boom unit 
PL<N 
Diagram 24. M A I N  B E A M  COMPONEN'"S 
177. Trimmer beams are used Internally 
where support is needed for malO beams. 
They have the same end fiXing reqUire­
ments as main beams, and provide either 
two or four beam seaungs :.!Od are not 
';doubled up" at structural bay 1i01lls. 
178. "'Iain beams (diagrams 24 and 25); 
With columns. column heads, boundary 
beams and tnmmer beams In position 
round any structural bay, a skelelOn is 
established with main beam connections 
twtomatieally available at 3 ft. 4 1 0 .  
[, i: >� J 






centres round the whole perimeter. Main 
beams are bUilt up to form the required 
span (6 ft. 8 10. to 46 ft. 8 in.) from a small 
range of components consisting of end 
units, web units and bOllom boom units. 
Each beam therefore comprises two end 
units, two anchor blocks and the requisite 
number of bottom boom and web UOltS 
assembled and mortar jOinted on site. 
Web units and bottom boom Untts arc so 
shaped as to be interlocking. One, two or 
three (the exact number depending on the 
span) 0'276 Ill. diameter H.T.S. wires are 
I I max1mum floor span II'.lXiJm.un root Sp3ll 
�314�� 4�'8" � 
• � , 
lengths avai lable in , 
3'�" increments , 
-1 
Diagram 25. M A I N  BEAM L E N G T H S  
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passed down grooves on each side of the 
bottom boom, threaded through the 
nnchor blocks and the beam is then 
stressed and the grooves pOinted. The 
lattice character of Ihe assembled beam 
allows very generous paths for services 
and the bottom boom is slotted to allow 
small service drops to pass through at any 
modular mtersection, also to accom· 
mod ale plates for ceiling suspension and 
soft wood, dovetailed blocks for a variety 
of other things. 
3 layers or felt-------, 
ea""s w>it.-iL.rr=r==f= 
floor n:��;:--=t+-+--J��::�� at per�ter 
Diagram 26. r LO O R  P L A T E  




pr.c ..... neril,lUl ....,1'" t.o IU.1L] 1!10llr t.o nOllr htlprt. 
Diagram 28. S T A I R C ASE 
-,-==;]+-'0" -/-+ - ,. 4-
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Diagmm 27. E A V ES U N I T  
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1 79. Wi"doll's (diagrams 29 and 30)­
after re\lewing the methods of providing 
openmgs It  was decided that the require­
ments of (a) good daylight (b) wide open­
ings and (c) COni rolled ventilation could 
best be achieved by using a combination 
of slidmg windows and top ventilation. 
180. Slidmg wmdows have the fol!O\l, ing 
ad\'antages: 
( I )  when open they do not obstruct 
people moving about outside the build­
ing children are particularly prone to 
accidents from projecting windows. It  
was therefore unnecessary to plan 
"hazards" by means of pa\ing or plant­
mg: 
(2) they provide good venlilation 
control. It is true that sometimes m 
gusty weather they do not function as 
well as side hung casements, but the 
top ventilators would, on these occa­
sions, provide adequate compensation; 
(3) no large intermediate mullions 
are required, even for 1 0  ft. wide 
openings, and there is a consequent 
improvement in the efficiency of the 
window as a source of light: 
(4) they make wide openings possible ; 
(5) they are easily fixed and easily rc­
glazed from inside the building: 
(6) they may be made of unframed 
plate glass and therefore no painting or 
othcr maintenance of openlllg lights is 
required. 
1 8 1 .  Internal partitions (diagrams 3 1  and 
32)-the essential reqUirement for the 
partition was that it should offer good 
sound insulation between rooms, say, a 
rc;.duction of the order of 40-45 db. 
During the development period a number 
of designs were explored. based on the 
principle of using two dense but .hin skins 
isolated from one another (I.e. a refine­
ment of the stud partllion), but they had 
to be discarded as too expensive. Even­
lUally It was decided to usc a medium 
density concrete block plastered on both 
sides, since I t  was known that thiS tradi­
tional method had every chance of success. 
In order to minimise CUlling and chasing, 
and to speed up laying, ::t series of special 
modular blocks was deSigned; it was 
found that all the dimenSional require­
ments could be met by uSing three standard 
blocks. Bulkheads were provided above 
partitions In the ceiling space to prevent 
sound passing round the partition. (Sce 
diagram 33). 
1 82. The ceilings (diagrams 34 and 35) 
arc metal reinforced pre-cast fibrous 
plaster panels. suspended by mild steel 
plates from the bottom boom of the 
beams. There are two types-plain and 
"perforated", both of which have at least 
1 hour fire resistance and are Class A 
flame spread. 
1 83. BUild boxes (diagram 36) form an 
integral part of the ceding system, 
designed so Ihat blinds can be drawn into 
the ceiling and do not obstruct glazing a t  
window head. 
r&.lr r.ad I ! rl&5lAf'ldj I I 't-. �0004 r  f C)Q C) �ll' .. 
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Diagram 3 1 .  P L A N S  or S T A N D A R D  
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Diagram 32. I'A R "1 1 1 10N B L O C K S  ASS E M B L Y  
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continuous mortar 
or tibre packing 
cell1.ng panel 
17" woodwool slabs 
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An identical range is aV�lIlable wilh 
.. random perforations (made in same 
moulds). 
2'8 • 
Diagram 34. P L A N S  OF S T A N D A R D  C E I L I N G  PANELS 
S9 
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slot in main beam 
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Dl(1gram 35. ('I I L I N G  P A N E L  S U S P E N S I O N  
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Diagram 37. R E L A T I O N S H I P  BETWEEN S T R U C T U R E / P A RTITIONS/ S E R V I CES 
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S E R V I C E S  
lieating and hot naler 
1 84. Space heating IS by the now well­
establl'ihed. rc-circulated warm air 
method Boilers are oil-fired. 
1 85. Previously, the usual practice had 
been 10 provide hot or tepid water to 
wash-hand basins from a calorifier heated 
from the main space heating system In the 
winter and by Immersion heater i n  the 
summer. Re<;c.lrch by the BUlldmg 
Research Station. III association with the 
Ministry. suggested that both water and 
fucl could be saved by the use of spray 
laps delivering premixed electrically heated 
tepId water At Arnold. thIS work was 
talen a step further and a standard range 
of three basins was devised. with spray 
taps dchvcrlng 11l1.'(cd watcr (at Hxr F.) 
from a 3-gallon storage cylmder wllh a 
specially wound Immersion heater. This 
Mrangcment was dClOlgned and tested by 
the Blllldmg Research Slat Ion, who will 
make a detailed sludy of Its use when the 
school IS occupIed. The specially modIfied 
storage tank is placed Immedlately below 
the central basin. thus reducing pipe work 
to a llllnllnum :Ind obviatlllg the need for 
a circulation system. (Plate 7). 
1 86. A glrlzed, fireclay spray-basin was 
deSIgned for the project :  this, and a 
slllular fitting III vltreous chUla (Plate 5), 
arc now generally available. Two taps 
were also designed III co-operation with 
the manufacturers. The first is an ordin­
ary screw down t)pe deJl\ering three 
Pints of water per mmute. The other is a 
tImed, non-concus!)ivc type which can be 
adjusted to cut out at a predetermined 
number of seconds after being pushed 
down. The B.R.S studlcsat the Amersham 
School (sce IlUILIlINO HULLElIN No. 16·) 
suggested that 80 per cent of the pupils 
take less than 30 seconds to wash their 
hands. As an experiment the taps werc 
therefore set to deliver pre-mlxed water 
for 20 seconds, but they can be re-adjusted 
III the light of rurther studies. 
Elcctries 
1 87. The work earned out by tbe 
electrical sub-contractor provides service 
to the three main groups of equipmcnI, 
VIZ: 
( I )  arllficial lightmg; 
(2) some water and space healing: 
(3) general purpose socket outlets 
and connected power equipment. 
These wdl be described III tu.rn III 
the paragraphs whIch follow. 
188. The total electrical load of these 
three items, after allOWing for dl\'ersities 
III use, IS 335 kilowatts. This is rather 
higher than is usual III secondary schools 
of IhlS size: the main reasons for this are: 
( 1 )  Ihe large number of small teaeh-
• 
Ing rooms: 
(2) the complex services required in a 
grammar school \\ Ith a strong scientific 
bl3s; 
(3) the use of electricity for some 
primary and secondary water heating; 
(4) the provision of an all-electric 
laundry. 
189. Artijicial lighti"g-the general level 
of lighting III teaching spaces was designed 
at an alwage of 1 2  lumens per sq. ft., so 
that the level should never fall below 1 0  in 
any partIcular place. The calculations 
were made by two alternative methods. 
each of which naturally givcs a different 
layout of tHungs: the "lumen" method 
described in the E.L.M.A. Handbook and 
• M lIl1'olry or EducatIon BUlldmg Bulletm No. 16-
DevelopmcllI ProJects: JUnior School, Amersham, (II,M-S.O. 10s. Od,) 
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the "split flux" method developed by the 
Building Research Station. The latter 
method takes account separately of the 
direct and indirect components of illumI­
nation. Both these methods were used 
alternatively in a number of identical 
rooms in the lower school, and the result­
ing illumination will be measured and 
compared. 
1 90. Rooms in which activities needlOg 
better visual conditions take place were 
given a higher level of illumination, C.g., 
science laboratories ( 1 5  lumens per sq. ft.). 
technical drawing room (20 lumens) and 
needlework rooms (25 lumens). I n  addi­
tion, local lighting was used to supple­
ment the general lightlOg at certain points. 
e.g., over wall-benchmg ID individual 
study spaces. on workshop machines and 
on chalkboards. 
1 9 1 .  In all, theartificial lightmg accounts 
for 3S per cent of the total design load for 
electricity. 
192. The light fillings are ceiling 
mounted. and include an existIng type in 
acrylic sheet and a specially designed 
enclosed shade of coiled cellulose acetate. 
In addition, a number of other fittings 
were designed for particular situations. 
( Plales 1 , 2 & 3). 
193. Warer and spaet' heating-in design­
ing the heating system it was found to be 
cconomkal in many situations to use 
electrical immersion and unit storage 
water heaters (see paragraph 1 85). The 
electrical supply to the heating system 
amounts to 37 per cent of the total design 
load. 
194. The socket oll/lelS are rated at t J  
amps. on a ring main system and have 
insulated plates, double pole switches and 
warning lights. Connected electrical power 
equipment includes an all-electric laundr; 
63 
III addition to the normal kitchen and 
tCl3.ching equipment. The electrical supply 
to these items amounts to 28 per cent of 
the total design load. 
195. Dislriblllioll-the electrical supply 
is for the normal 2 1 5/240 volt, 3-phase 
A.C. supply at 50 cycles and is distTlbuted 
by a series of section and local fuse boards. 
The supplies for power and lighting are 
combmcd up to the secllon boards and 
kept separate thereafter. The greater part 
of the installation is carried out in cable 
III which the live conductors are both 
insulated and sheathed in P. V.C . •  and in 
which is Incorporated the earthing wire. 
Three-phase supplies and wiring in the 
boiler house are carried out in mineral 
insulated copper-covered cable. 
196. All batten holders and ceiling roses 
are provided with a back plate, which 
satisfied the I . E.E. regulation requiring a 
flame-proof enclosure to the terminals. 
This enables an economy to be made by 
omitting the normal cast-iron box. The 
wiring IS carried, throughout the school, 
in the space above the su!:opendcd cClling. 
Drops in partitions to switches and wall­
mounted accessories are made by drawing 
the P. V.C. cables down vertical ducts 
formed by the perforated concrete parti­
tion blocks (sec paragraph 1 8 1 ). This is 
much cheaper than condUit in surface 
chases. 
197. Srage lighfing-the aim has been to 
achieve flexibility by providing as much 
wiring as pOSSIble together with a reason­
able amount of equipment. ThiS can be 
added to as school drama develops. There 
is a switchboard with fourteen 5 amp. 
CIrcuits (with provision for dimmers) 
situated in a gallery in the stage wings. 
Four trapped Aoor socket outlets and 
three high level outlets have been pro­
vided on the stage itself and there are 
four front of house spots in the hall. 
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F I N I S H E S 
Floor finishes 
1 98. I n  general, 4 5 mm. linoleum or 2 
mm. hessl.ln backed P V c. have been 
used, These combme a reasonable reo;lli­
cnce with adequate toughness for normal 
u'ie and arc eao;liy cleaned. Both are 
availablc In a uo;cful range of marbled 
colours and renectJnce factors. 
199 On upper noors, where a 'quiet' 
noor is of cvcn greatcr importance, 
studded rubber and fs III t .  and g. cork 
have been used. Cork has alc;o been used 
in the as�embly hJII, staff rooms. library 
and mUSIC roomo; where a qUiet. warm and 
good looking noor W;l$ needed. I t  IS 
finished with two coats of plastic seal. 
200. The gymnasium has a pimpled 
P. V C. tile specially de\eloped m S\\eden 
for mdoor tenniS couns. I t  is stuck directly 
to the screed and thereforc offers no 
resihence to impact. Howc\cr, where 
speCific areas of reSilience are required. 
normal foam rubber agility mats will be 
used 
201 .  In order to compare the weanng 
and other characteristics of various 
finish cc;, several otherwise Identical rooms 
have been gl\en different Hoor finishes. Tn 
this way It will be possible to make direct 
compansons between 4 5 mm, lino, 
3 - 2  mm. Imo, 3 · 2  mm. hno on underlay. 
c;tudded rubber and 2 mm. hessian backed 
P. V C. and between solid rubber, cork, 
lmoleum and P. V C. m circulation areas. 
202. All ground noor filllshes are pro­
tected by a D.P.M which covers the 
entire Site slab 
Painting 
203. In teaching rooms. the finish is 
generally two coats of plastic emulsion 
paint. Walls in circulation spaces and 
other areas which were thought to be 
particularly vulnerable arc finished m oil 
paint. Generally softwood IS finished with 
oil pamt and hardwood with plastic seal. 
A C O U S TI C  
Hall 
204. In designing Ihe hall acoustically i t  
was impossible 10 satisfy fully the require­
ments both of large audiences and of small 
groups. The B.R.S. Dlgesl recommends a 
reverbcration time for speech and music in  
a general purpoc;e school hall of between 
I and I '25 seconds at 500 cycles per 
second, and I t  was decided, in view of the 
much more frequent use of the hall by 
smaller groups, that these conditions 
should obtain with a group of about 
64 
thirty present. The reverberation time of 
1 ·25 seconds at  500 cycles per second will 
in fact be particularly suitable for music. 
On the other hand It Will be impossible to 
achie\'c this standard with an audience of 
300-400 present, as the absorption of the 
audience will bc twice that of the perm­
anent surfaces. If reqUIred. additional 
absorption can be Introduced by the use 
of cunains, and for a large audience 
reasonably "live" listening conditions 
will be obtained by the use of hne source 
loudspeat..ers, which project a Oat saucer 
of sound across the hall. 
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M usic practice rooms 
205. The problem here was to find a way 
of breaking u p  the reflected sound. One 
way would have been to set one of the 
walls, or the ceiling, askew, but this would 
of course, have meant disturbing the 
framework of the modular system. It was 
therefore decided to design the ceilings in 
the form of inverted pyramids having 
standard conditions for wall and ceiling 
flxing. The pyramids are built up of soft· 
wood framing faced with match�boarding 
and are 3 ft. 4 in. square. If it proves 
necessary, wall absorbent will be added 
later. 
General 
206. I n  general, care had to be taken to 
prevent sound from causing interference 
bel ween rooms. The plastered concrete 
block partitions themselves have a good 
sound reduction value and the space 
between the ceiling and the roof deck 
has been interrupted by continuous bulk· 
heads (see paragraph 1 8 1 ). The trans· 
miSSion of sound through windows 
presented a problem only in the case of 
the practice rooms, as the main music 
room windows look on to the playing 
fields. The practice room windows, there· 
fore, are double glazed and have fixed 
lights only-ventilation being by means of 
acoustically baffled grilles in walls and 
ceiling. 
R E C O RDS 
207. Three aspects of the site work were 
recorded on charts as the work proceeded. 
These were: 
(a) mall·//Ours-full records of time 
actually spent on every major site 
operation were kept by the clerk of 
works on a standard form. These were 
transferred to a "geological" chart 
(diagram 38) at monthly intervals. 
Certain operations, about which more 
detailed information was requlred in 
order to check assumptions made at 
design stage, were recorded in greater 
detail. Thus, for instance, the times 
spent on stressing components, erecting 
columns, erecting beams and placing 
floor plates were all  kept separately 
(although they are grouped OD the chart 
as "Frame" ). It was assumed that 
productivity would be of the order of 
60 sq. ft. per man·month, which was 
65 
cxpressed as a notional line on the chart 
This assumption proved a little optimis· 
tic on this first job, but there is no 
reason why the level of output should 
not improve with experience: 
(b) cost-the contractor's programme 
was expressed in cost of work to be 
completed (per week), and the monthly 
valuations were plotted against this; 
(c) progl'ess-:he contractor's pro· 
gramme was "blocked·in" in the normal 
way as the work proceeded, each ele· 
ment having a subsidiary line represent· 
ing estimated completion. 
208. While these aids could not be re· 
garded as conclusive in themselves-for 
example, the notional output figure proved 
too high, the valuations were never exact, 
and the estimation of complction could 
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not be precise-nevertheless, together they 
formed a useful guide to progress. This 
was particularly so when they all lJldicated 
lhe same degree of divergence from the 
programme. Records of this kind can, of 
course, be useful to those preparing to 
plan other projects. for lO"itance, a geo· 
66 
logical chart often re\'cals areas where 
further energy might profitably be spent at 
1 he deSign stage In order to reduce man­
hours on site: or, on the other hand. 
11 might show where and how the site 
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Diagram 38. "GEOLOGICAL" CIIART 0'" RUII-DING WORK 
I 
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I l l .  COST 
Introduction 
209. The Ministry's views about cost 
study have already been fully expressed in 
BUILDING BULLETIN NO. 4 (second edi­
tion). but i t  will probably be useful to 
show how these known methods were 
applied in practice to this particular 
project .  
The cost brief 
210. The first discussion on cost took 
place in January 1956. At that lime the 
nett cost l imit for secondary schools was 
£264 per place, and the average for the 
country over the previous six months had 
worked out at about £247 per place. After 
studying a number of actual schools, It 
was thought that If the full nett cost 
allowance of £264 per place wereavaliable, 
the best combination of area and cost for 
the Arnold school would be 72 sq. ft. per 
place at 73/4d. per sq. ft. 
2 1 1 .  However, ae; onc of the principal 
objectives at Arnold was the development 
of a system of construction which would 
be at least competitive with any other 
similar construction system on the markct, 
it was decided that the design cost target 
for the school should be set at £252 per 
place. which was based on 72 sq. ft. per 
place at 70/- per sq. ft. 
2 1 2. The Arnold school, as a four form­
entry grammar school with a sixth form 
of 120 pupils, Qualified for 8 1 6  cost 
places. At £252 per place, this gave a nett 
cost target of £205,632. 
Choosing a contractor 
213.  For a development project of this 
nature, a firm had to be selected which 
67 
would be willing to sponsor the deSign. 
development and testing of the system, 
and which would be able to spread the 
high initial cost over a number of future 
projects. It would also be responsible for 
the rest of the bUlldlOg work. 
214. To allow a'i much time as pOSSible 
for the development work, and to obtain 
the benefits of Joint consultation on the 
building and cost problems, it was decided 
to select a firm at the beginmng of the 
design stage. The firm not only had 
to be capable of carrying out successfully 
the development work and the work on 
site, but their price level for this negotiated 
contract would ha\e to be acceptable to 
the client. 
2 1 5. The methods adopted for investi­
gating the contractor's price level have 
been fully described in the article 
• .  Negotiated Contracts" in the Architects' 
Journal of 4th December, 1958. 
2 1 6. The cost investigation was just as 
vital to the finn as to the Development 
Group and the Local Education Auth­
ority, because it served to ensure that 
collaboration throughout the design and 
working drawings stages would not be 
wasted by unacceptably high costs at 
tender. It was understood by the selected 
firm that a contract for the Arnold project 
would depend eventually on a satisfactory 
tender based on a priced bill of quantit ies. 
217. Cost planning (on the Imes des­
cribed in  AppendiX 1 2  of BUILDING 
BULLETIN No. 4 (second edition» and cost 
checking (as described later) ensured cost 
control throughout the development of 
this project during the pre-contract 
period. 
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Targets [or the structural elements 
2 1 8. The structural elements were to 
form the core of the development work, 
and their final price was an Important 
aspect of the undertaking. It was essential 
therefore to decide at an early stage the 
npportlonment of the nett cost to the 
structural elements namely, the framc, 
external walls, roof, roof lights, upper floor 
conStruction and staircases. As a result of 
close study of the cost analyses of two 
other schools, a target of 20. - per sq. fl. 
was fixed for the structural elements. This 
sum was 20 per cent below what had pre­
viously been spent on these elements in 
comparable systems. Table 6 compares the 
adjusted figures for the structural ele­
Illents of a similar school with the 
proposed target figures for Arnold. 
Table 6. Structural elemcn� of kno'l'" school 
Area 53,883 sq. ft. 
CO�I AnalYSIS 
t:.lcmcnt 
r R A M E  
[XTER N A  L WA LLS 
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The first cost plan 
2 1 9. Normally, quallllly factor!> are 
computed after receipt of the archltect·s 
sketch plans, and the fir�t cost plan is 
prepared by uSll1g the Information. 
<ldJusted as necessary. from one or morc 
cost analy�es of known jobs. I n the case of 
Arnold, however. the first cost plan was 
prepared before the sketch plan was 
drawn. By using the quantity factors 
supplied by the architects (see Table 7) 
which indicated the areas and ratios which 
they considered Ihey would probably 
work 10 on the sketch plan, and with the 
help of a cost analysis. the 70/- per sq. fl. 
was allocated III the manner set out In 
Table 8 (column A). The purpose of this 
exercise was to get a preliminary picture 
of the likely COSt, allocated between the 
element� 
Subsequent cost plans 
220. The second cost plan (see Table 8, 
column D )  was prepared eight months 
later and was based on the architect's 
sketch plan. 
2 2 1 .  The third cost plan (Table 8. 
column C) took JOto account further 
planning alterations, aDd formed the 
final cost plan for the project. 
Cost targets 
222. Table 9, Parts I and 2, are examples 
of the next step after the preparation of 
the coSt plan. These cost targets were 
meant, broadly, to rcnllnd the architects 
of the Items JOc1uded, their approximate 
quantities and value. 
Cost checks 
223. As might be expected on a develop­
ment proJect, the architect met problems 
on almost e\,ery clement, and this involved 
checking the cost of alternative solutions. 
Table 7. Quantity factors 
... , 
Information supplied by Architect 
Single storey floor area 
Two " " . 
Three ,. .. ,. 
Total floor area 
RatiO solid \\-alls 
floor area 
R . Windows and external door� atlo 
floor area 
Area of roof 
Area of roof lights 
Area of upper floors 
Total rise of stairs 
















o 55 (altered 10 0·50 for cost 
plan totalling 67/2 4d.) 
0·)5 (altered to 0·29 ditto) 
44,000 sq. ft. 
1 .600 sq. ft. 









4.100 sq. yds. 
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\\ IIh a rough sketch <lnd notes, the archl· 
tl'�1 Wi.l\ .l ble to ,onve), hl'!l Ideas to the 
�ontr .. u.:tor or IllJnufilcturer through the 
qU�lntll) \ur\l.:)or • •  lnd at Ihls Slage, If the 
pnce Wd' uns.tll!.factory, a new approach 
Wo.!" pm,.,.ble with no \erious consequences. 
H the pnce W'1\ favourJble, he was, of 




I�rdlllllnarlc,! and IIhurance, 
, Ctlntlllgcnclc� 
\. \\ ork b4;low ground lc"eI 
4 Su .. pendell ground floor, 
, frame 
6. L'ternal "alh 
7. Wmllo"'i and c'ternal door) (ind. 
gl,wng) 
�. Roof con .. tru�llon 
9 Roof hght!l 
III Upper 1100r con'itrw.:uon 
" Staln;;"c� 
I 2. Internal p,utlltlln\ 
n. I nternal dno" 
" \\ C ,md cleaner·; �ublcll!\ 
, 5. \\ all fini!lhc, 
I .  I Inor lim,hc, 
17.  ('elllng hm�hc� 
1 8 Decarallon, 
19. (·toa�rutlm hlllng� 
2O I Ittlng, 
2 1 I unuture (buIIHn) 
22. I'lumblllg (c\lcrnal, Inlcma' and .,anll· 
.lI'y tilting,.  
2.'. ( . .  " lIl,tallfltH)n 
24 llc�tfl� Ul�I ... llallon 
25. I lcatlng In,lal1:lIIC'1Il 
26. Vcnlllall()n 
27 I)rll1Tl,lgc (nclt cml) 
28. L " ernal "(lrh (ne" CO�I) 
NETT COST 
·.\lIo"am:c lor pnce and de.:.lgn risk .. 
TOTAL 
I 
224 \\ hen the dC\lgn drawings for each 
clement were completed, a cost check was 
made on approximate quantities. This 
wa .. priced both b) the quantity surveyor 
and by the cOntractor or manufacturer. 
<lnd the figures compared Here again. 
where cost dlfficultle� arose. they were 
Ironed out by discussion and ell.aminatlon 
of alternative .. olutlon�. The architect was 
Cost plan'! 
CO)I per �q. fl. of floor area 
A Il -C-=--
,. d , d s. d. 
4 10·0 4 " 0 4 I I ·0 
I 8 0  I 8 0  I 8 0  } 4 6 0  4 J · 5  4 J'1 
� 4 0  8 1 0 8 1 0  
4 4 0  , I 5 , 0 0  
4 I , 7 0 3  6 8-0 
3 9 '  , 9 8  3 8 7  
0 1 0  ., I 5 1 I 3 2 
0 H 0 10 I 0 10·0 
I 6 I I 0 8  I 0 6  
2 1 0 0 , 10 0 2 10 0 -
o 10·6 I 0 5  I o I 
0 3 0  0 2 8 0 2 8 
0 4·0 0 4 0  0 4 0  
4 5 0  4 5 0  4 5 0 
] 5 I 3 5 I 3 5 I 
I 9 0  I 9 0  I 9·0 
} , I t · 7 ] " 7 3 I I ·7 
I 1 0  4 I 1 0  4 I 10  4 
0 3 7 0 3 7 0 3-7  
3 0 0  3 0 0  3 0-0 
6 0 0  6 0 0  6 0 0  
0 1 0  0 1 0  0 1 0  
I 5 0  I 5 0  I 5 0 
2 0 9  2 0 9  2 0 9  
67 2 4 68 0 3  67 2 4 
, 9 6  2 9 6  , 9 6  -
70 0 0  70 9 9  70 0 0  
·See paragraph 59, BUlldlTlg Bulletin No. 4 ( .. econd edUlOn) 
70 
-
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then able to go forward with working 
drawLllgs. confident about the cost of 
what he was doing 
22S As cost checks were usually made 
when the archJtect reqUIred them. they 
extended oyer the whole design drawing 
period: some of the earlier ones. because 
of the Inevitable pushing and pulling of 
the design as .1 whole, needed review at 
the end of this pertod. 
I .  PARTITIONS 
Table 9. Examples of cost target... 
Work included under this element 
(i) Partitions 
(ii) Glazed screens 
(ui) Dorro",ed lights (If any) 
(iv) Sound baffles in ceilmg space above pawllon\ 
Mone), (n ailablc 
COSI target 2/10 per sq. fL of floor area which is equivalent 
to (2/10 x 56,843 sq. fL) . 
The area of acluaJ partitions or screens shown on skelch plan = 
Allowmg an area of 1 50 sq. yds. of glazed screens al £3 
Sound b,ffl,s �y 
Borro .... cd l ights say 
Amount remalntng for partllions (£8.053 - £ U>OO) 
Area of partition to be provided (3,365 - 1 50) .= 
All-to coslfsq yd. a\allable 
2. ELECTRICS 
Work included under this elemenl 
(i) Electric installation 
(il) Lighting fittings 
(Ill) Builders work in connection ..... l I h  0) and (ii) 
�Ioney 8\ailablc 
Cost target 3,- per sq. ft. of floor area .... hlch is equivalent 
to (3/- x 56,843 sq. ft.) . . 
ThiS amount is for (i), (ii) and (iii) above. 
Assuming the same proportion of lighting filling� as for 
Woodlands School, i.e . •  I :55'4 SQ. ft. of floor area and 
t he same level of cost = 9 · l d .  per sQ. fl. of floor area 
whkh is equivalent to . . 
Thecost of the builders work (including profit and attendancc 
on sub-contract) on Woodlands School was equivalent to 
I ·6d. per sq. fl. of floor area. Assuming the same prOVision 
al Arnold the cost will be . .  . 
Therefore the amount available for the Installation (exclust .. e 
of lighting fittings. builder's work and external mains) is 
Therefore the amount available for I he 1 nstallatlon (exc]usi"e 











1 6  
£�,053 






3,215 sq. yds. 
43,101 
£8,526 
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226. A summary or all the final cost 
checks will be found in the centre column 
of Table 10. 
Co I comments 
227. I t  became obVious dUring the cost 
checking that certain elements which 
exceeded their target could not be reduced 
without aifect lng standards or quallt) 
or quantity. Whilst there were minor 
savings on several elements, there was an 
excess or 2,. l d_ over the cost target or 
67/2 ·4d. This raised an Important ques­
tion or policy: whether standards should 
be reduced or the total cost target raised 
to a figure rather nearer the M inistry's 
cost lilm!. 
f able 10. Comparalilc nctt ('ost figures 
Costs per !:iq. fl. of noor area 
Elemcnt Final Cost on 
Cost plan cost check Tender 
,. d. ,. d. s. d. 
I .  Prehmlnarle� and In<;urances 4 1 1  ·0 4 I 1  ·0 4 6 95 
2. Contlngenclcs I } I 8 0  I 8 0  2 7·67 3 Work below ground Roor level 4 )-2 1 9 3  4 3 ·29 4 Suspended ground floors I 2 1 ·36 
5. rrame. 8 I 0 9 3 5 8 1 I  -83 
6. L",ternal waBs 2 0 0  2 2 9  2 5 -52 
7. Wlndo\\s and external door .. 6 8·0 6 4 9  6 5-49 
8. Roof construction 3 8 7  3 2-5 3 2·94 
9 Hoof lights 1 3 2  1 8 6  1 9·49 
10. Upper noor con<;trUCllon 10 0 7 1 1-J9 
1 1  Slaircases 1 0 6  7 2  7-79 
1 2  I nternal partitions 2 10 0 2 I I ·7 3 -' · 10 
13 .  1 00ernal doors 1 0 1  1 5 6  I 4·74 
14. W.C. and clelll1Crs' cubicles 2-8 3 I 2-52 
1 5 .  Wan finishes 4 0  1 6  2 ·39 
16.  Floor finishes 4 5 ·0 4 2 8 4 0·05 
17. Ceiling finishe<; 3 5 1 3 o 1 2 1 I  '52 
1 8 .  Decorations I 9 0  1 4·9 1 8·23 
1 9  loakroom fittmg!l 
,} 
2 0  2·71 
20. Fittmgs 3 1 1  7 1 9·5  2 0' 16  
21 . Furntture (built·in) 3 0 8  3 1 ·22 
22. Plumbing (ell(ternai, Internal and 
sRl1Itary fittmgs) 1 1 0  4 2 8 9  2 7·68 
23. Gib InSl311allon J 7 14 3 27 
24 Elcclric mstallatlon 3 0 0  3 3 9 3 2 1 7  
25. I lcatmg ill!ltallallon 6 0 0  6 0 8  5 10·21 
26. Ventilation 1 0  1 8 1 86 
27. Dralllage ( nell cost) 1 5 0  1 1 ·4 1 5·33 
28. E:tlternal works (nett cost) 2 0 ·9 2 4·7 2 7 ·57 
Total of Ilcm<; I 28 67 2 4  69 3 4 71  1 45 
72 
r 
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228. I t  \Vas decided that to a\-old cuttlOg 
qandards. particularly on the " Fitting�" 
elements, the total cost should be raised. 
There had been a steady increase In 
material prices since the preparation of 
the cost plan and a National Wage 
Award was e'(pected before the receipt of 
the tender, so 2'3 '8d. per sq. fl. of the 
2/9·6d. included In the cost plan for price 
.lnd design flOiks was left Intact. and the 
self-imposed cost hmit was raised from 
£252 to £257 85. Od. per place (or 72 sq. fl. 
per place at 7 1 /6d. per sq. ft.). 
229. The tender was negotiated on the 
basis of the cost checks that had been 
carried out during the design stage. The 
tender sum was £227.379 1 6s. 4d .. of 
which £209, 150 1 95. 9d. was nett cost 
(equivalent 10 £256 6s. 3d. per place). 
230. The complete cost analysis on 
tender IS set out In Appendix 3. In it, the 
area of the school IS given as 60,272 sq. fl., 
wh,ch was calculated i n  the manner pre­
scribed on the Ministry's Form S.B. 1 6. 
and it IS from thiS figure that the area 
per place of 7 3 · 9  sq. ft. and the nett cost 
per sq. fl. of 69/5d. were computed. 
23 I .  The actual floor areas (within the 
lOner face of the external walls) were: 
73 
( I )  �chool (c"dudlng athletics shed 
and covered ways) 56,829 sq, ft. 
(2) athlellcs shed 8,430 sq. ft. 
(J )  covcred ways 669 sq. fl. 
232. To reconcile Ihe figure of 60,272 
sq. ft wllh the tOlal of Ihese Ihree figures. 
the games shed was shown on Form S.8. 1 6  
as equivalent to 1 .600 sq. ft. of gym­
nasium. and Ihe remainder oflhe difference 
was the allowances made for covered 
ways, covered areas and porches. 
233. The comparntive nell cost figures 
at cost plan. final cost check and lender 
stages nre set oul 10 Table 10. The cost 
per sq. ft. on tender, namely 7 I / 1 ·45d .. 
may be compared with the 70/- cost target 
or the 7 1 /6d revised target 
234. In conclusion. I t  should be em­
pha ... ised that the £252 per place limit was 
self-Imposed; It was always intended that 
It should be �ubJect to review during the 
deSign Slage. Although this review led 10 a 
ncw limit of £257 8s. Od., the actual cost 
on tender was £256 6s. 3d. per place. 
which was £7 Us. 9d. below the Ministry's 
normal llmll for secondary schools. 
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A P P E N D I X  I 
rl.."-""ITURE A'D EQ I PME1\ I 
1 5  dual loc�er· \llC C, 3 [I. 8 in. I et 1 0  Ill. 
1 teacher's • E 
30 upright .. C 
1 ,. " E 
20 n. run, includmg heater cabmet 
26 ft. run, 7 In. wide 
24 $q fL 
40 sq n. in 3 panels, 2 hinged and I sliding 
1 2  4 in. deep and 3 8 In deep dra�c(5 In  wall-bench 
8 cu ft. under wall-benches 
\ cnetl3n or wovcn pla<;tlc, to S & \\ YoIndow<; 
I 1 3  amp. socket outlet 
'1  'it year only 2nd year h� locker!. 
1 0  dual, Size D 3 11 8 In. X I h. 10 In. � form 8 dining lable:. for 8 
6 dining e'(tension'i 
1 teacher's SILe E 
64 upright .. D 
I .. .. L 
I .' ft. run lIlc\udlng heater cabLnet 
14 ft run, 7 Ln " Ide 
14 :.q. h. 
1 1  lroq fl mobile 
4 4 m. deep and 1 !S In deep drawcrs undcr wall-be·nchc:. 
8 eu. fl undcr wall·bcnchc'l 
45 1 1 1Il . .... ide 1 6 m. llIgh 9 m, deep 
16  ft. long 
whllC translucent cotton to S. & W. wmdo .... s 
I 1 3  amp. sockct outlct 
radiO outlet 
20 \Lngie, size 0, 2 ft 6 in. 2 ft. 0 Ln. 
I teacher's .. E 
20 upright .. D 
1 .. .. E 
I ]  fl. run. mciudmg heater cabinet 
1 3  ft. run, 7 in Wide 
J2 sq. ft. 
1 1  sq. ft. mobile 
1 2  4 10. deep and 3 8 111. deep dra"cl'\ under \\all-benr..:h 
'vhue translucent eotlon to S. & \\ WlOdOWlro 
I 1 3  amp. sockel outlet 
1 hmged \\ rttmg flaps, 2 ft 9 III I ft 8 In. 
2 upholstered arm, .... ilh book re"'" 
14 sq ft 
1 5  1 1  III \\lde 1 6  Ill. hLgh ,lIld 9 Ill. deep 
for 60 
74 
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d, house .... ardens' .. Iudie� 
Tablc� 
Chalr� 





Librar) and 6th form 






Windo .... seats 
Blmds and curtaIns 
Clectric point 
b. rderence librarl 
"Iovable shelves 





Pin· up board 
Curtains 
Electnc pOints 













I leacher',>, size E 
I upright " E 
:! .. ., D 
1 0 ft. run. 7 In. wide 
1 6 sq. ft 
.. enetlan 
I 
1 1 3  amp. sockct oUllet 
4 4 ft. 3 ft. size D 
4 trapezoidal ., D 
I librarian's " E  
30 upright .. D 
1 "  .. E 
5 upholstered arm chairs with book rc�'" 
13  ft. run, including heater cabinet 
258 ft. run, 7 in. wide; 30 ft. run 1 2  In  WIde 
48 sq. ft. 
4 4 in deep and I 8 In, deep drawer� under \\all.benchc,> 
separate store + 8 eu. ft. under wall·benches 
30 ft. run 
venetian blmds and black & white cOllon curtaIns 
t 1 3  amp. socket outlet 
300 ft. run, 7 in . ... . ide; 56 fI. run. 1 2  Ill. wide 
2 x 4 ft. 3 ft. �Ile 0 
9 x 2 ft. 6 in.  2 ft. .. D 
20 upright ,. 0 
6 ft. run, including heater cabInet 
90 fl. run, 7 in. wide; 1 8  ft. run, 1 2  In \\ide 
24 sq. ft. 
white translucent cotton to S. wlndov.-s 
7 )<, 2 amp. socket oUllets, for de�k lamp,> 
I clock 
I 5 ft. x 3 ft. sizc 0 
4 upright .. D 
black & white cotton 
I x 3 ft. 8 in. I ft. 10 In. S;7C 0 
2 upright size 0 
black & white cotton 
I x 5 ft. X 3 fl. size D 
4 upright ,, 0 
5 upholstered arm chairs, with book re�1S 
40 ft. run, 7 in. wide 
black & white cotton 
7S 
g. 61h form room 
fablc 
Cham� 










1 6th form rOOI1l -' 
Table .. 
Chair, 





I· 61h form ('0111111011 room 
fablc, 
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1 9 fl 5 fl . ..... th 'cml-clrcular cnd .. 
1 2  uprighl, \Ile D 
60 fl. run, 7 In. \\ Ide­
n �q fl 
black &.. \\ hlle L("lthlFl 
I I J  amp �od;el nut let 
6 4 rt. -' fl. \lIe D 
2 1  upright . .  £) 
38 ft. run, 7 In . .... Ide 
]2 sq. ft 
bhtd.. & .... hlle c"\ton 
1 1  2 ft 6 in.  :! fl. \Lle D 
1 1  upnght .. 0 
84 fl. run, 7 In. \\-Ide 
1 3  sq. ft. on back 01 chalk board ranch 
27 sq. ft. hmged and sliding 
.... hlte translucent cotton 
I 1 3  amp. sod.ct (Iutlel 
1 3 ft. 3 fL "'I/t: 1) 
4 trapezoldal ,. ,-\ 
4 hmged \\fltmg fiap, 
1 6  uprlghl, Size 0 
6 upholstered arm chaiN, \\ Ith book re .. t .. 
1 3  ft. run, including heater cabinet and 'ilnk 
24 ft. run, 7 10 \\ld .. 
14 sq. fL 
4 4 10. deep S In  deep dr .. 1\\Ch under .... all·benches 1" 
')eparate store 
120 1 1 In. \\-Ide 10 10 hIgh 9 10. deep 
1 6  ft. long 
6 rl. long 2 fl. "-Idc 2 ft. deep 
",hite translucent cotton 
1 1 3  amp. socket outlet 
8 3 ft. 6 10. 4 ft 6 In 2 fl 8 In high 
3 1  
I demonstration bench t o  fl. (1 Ill. ] fL 6 In 
70 ft. run, including healer cabmcts 
24 sq. fl. 32 "q fl. on curboard front) 
90 sq. Cl. roller 
16 . 4 In. deep and 1 2  S Ill. deep dra\�ers under ",all-benches 
72 ('u. ft. in "-all-cupbo�lrd. 82 cu ft under \\all-bcnchc<; 
\'cnetlan blind, to gl\e dU ll-out condulon .. 
1 . 1 3  amp. �ockel outlet .. 
1 2  10\\ voltage outlet .. 
7 outlets 



















































5 x 3 ft. 6 in. 4 ft. 6 in. 2 ft. 8 in. high 
2 1  
I island bench 3 ft. 6 in. x 4 ft. 6 in. 
50 ft. run, including heater cabinet 
48 sq. fl. - 1 6  sq. ft. on wall.cupboards 
90 sq. ft. roller 
24 x 4 in. deep and 1 0  x 8 in. deep drawers under "all·benches 
32 cu. ft. i n  wall·cupboards; 32 cu. ft. under "all-benches 
black-out 
2 x 1 3  amp. socket outlets 
1 0  low vohage outlets 
9 outlets 
I hot and 5 cold 
5 slOks 
I extract fan 
2 1  
3 x 9 fl. X 3 ft. 6 In. 
50 ft. run. including heater cabinet 
32 sq. Cl. + 24 sq. ft. on wall·cupboards 
63 sq. ft. roller 
36 x 4 In. deep and 1 7  x 8 in. deep drawers under wall-benches 
48 cu. ft. in wall-cupboards; 38 cu. ft. under wall·benches 
for sun control only 
5 x 1 3  amp. socket outlets 
1 1  low voltage outlets 
9 outlets 
I hot and 3 cold 
3 sinks 
6 
30 fl. run, including healer cabinets 
1 6  4 in. deep and 4 x 8 in. deep drawers under .... all·benches 
28 cu. ft. under wall· benches 
black-out 
1 1 3  amp. socket outlet 





1 0  dual, 3 ft. 8 in. x I ft. 1 0  in. size 0 
I teacher's size E 
20 upright " 0 
I upright " E  
1 0  ft. run 
32 sq. ft. 
63 sq. ft. roller 
8 x 4 in. deep and 2 x 8 in. deep drawers under wall-benches 
8 cu. ft. under wall-benches 
map chest 
17 














Gas pou s 
Water POints 
Dramage 
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I . 1 3  amp. socket outlet 




2 1  
J J n 6 III 1 2  ft 
I 3 (t. 6 In 9 ft. 
2 3 ft 6 In. 6 n. 
4) ft. run, mcludlOg heater cabinets 
48 sq. (t 24 sq. (l, on .... all·eupboards 
90 sq. (t roller 
28 4 In deep and 7 8 10 deep dra .... ers under \\.a1I-benches 
48 cu. (t. m ""all·cupboard. 42 cu ft. under .... all·benches 
3 
3 1 3  amp. socket outlets 
1 3  outlelS 
I hot and J )  cold 
4 slOks and 9 dllullon pots 
Advanced chemistry laboratory 
Stools 20 
























2 3 (1. 6 10 6 fl. 
50 ft. run. mcludmg heater cabmets 
32 sq. fl. + 24 sq. fl. on wa.ll-cupboards 
63 sq. (t. roller 
32 x 4 in. deep and 1 1  8 in. deep dra .... ers under wall· benches 
48 cu. fl. 10 wall·cupboards ; 52 cu. ft. under wall·benches 
for sun control only 
1 
6 J 3 amp. socket outlets 
3 low voltage outlets 
13  outlets 
1 hot and I J cold 
3 sinks and 1 0  dilution paIs 
23 (I. run, including hell":r cabinets 
for sun control only 
6 x 4 ft. 4 ft. 2 f1. 8 m. hJgh 
21  
45 fl. run, includmg heater cablOets 
24 SQ. ft. + 32 sQ. ft. on .... all-cupboards 
90 sQ. fl. roller 
40 X 4 m. deep and J 3 x 8 in. deep drawers under wall·benches 
56 cu. ft. walJ-cupboards ; 1 8  cu. ft. under wall-benches 
black·out 
4 x 1 3  amp. sockel oullels 
9 low voltage outlets 
18 
I 










I extract fan 
Futed seatmg and book rests for 48 
Bench . I demonstration bench, 3 ft. 6 in. x 
Wall-benches . 1 3  ft. run, including heater cabinets 
Movable shelves 24 ft. run, 7 in. wide 
Pin-UP board 24 sq. fl. 
Chalkboard 90 sq. ft. roUer 
Bhnds . black-out 










I low voltage outlet 




1 extract fan 
2 
33 fl. run, including heater cabinets 
J 6 sq. ft. on wall-cupboards 






• 24 x 4 in. deep and 6 x 8 in. deep dra\.\crs under wall-benches 
40 cu. fl. in wall-cupboards; 34 CU. ft in wall-benches 
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A PP E N D I X  2 
LAUNDRY 
The AII('rnati\('s 
I .  The Local Education Authority proposed 
to Issue each pupil " Ith gym. and games kit. 
After use. responSibility for washLng the kn 
"ould either ha ... e to be "ith the pupil (and his 
family) or wHh the Authority. The following 
alternatl ... es presented themsehes: 
( I )  to let the �H be washed at home, 
storage al school beIng by means of kit 
hangers; 
(2) to use local laundries; 
0) to Install a small. sclf·contall1cd 
laundry at the school. 
2. Somc of the advantagcs and dlsadvantagcs 
of each of these systems arc set out In the 
paragraphs "hlch follow_ 
Kit Hangcr� 
3.  ThLs method IS qUlle expensl\'e to Install 
but CO�lS nothing to run After the �dt has 
been used. Lts progress to the wash IS uncertain 
On the washday. the dmy kll has to be col· 
Iccted from the changing-room at the end of 
the afternoon. SometImes the pupil might 
carry the dirty kit With him to avoid returning 
10 the changll1g·room Some �II IS certain 10 
be washcd mfrequcntly and left In places 
other than the changll1g.room (most probably 
in the pUI>ll's locI-er) Although the staff C:1I1 
urge the pupils to launder the kit regularly. 
this systcm docs not really ensurc. or cn­
courage, cleanllne!.�. 
weal Laundries 
4 So far as the pupils are conccrned Lt does 
not mattcr " here the �It LS laundered so long 
as clean sels are readily available. But so far 
as the school generally IS conccrned there must 
be part tUlle staffing. and space III the school 
to store and issue the clean kll and to store 
and despatch the dirty kIt. 
S. The work can be put out to contract In 
two .... :lys either to commercial laundrie, or 
to non-profit.maklllg authontLes (such as 
hospitals. public baths :md workhouses) 
whIch happen to have spare capacity. In eLther 
case the number of spare sets of kit .... ould 
have to be carefully related to the frequency of 
deliveries. In comparing prices. care must be 
taken that the cost of collecllon and dell\ery 
IS included. 
80 
Small Laundl]' Unit 
6. ThiS solution, III additIon to ensunng a 
high standard of kit cleanliness. lea\-es the 
school IIldependenl of commercial laundries 
and the delivery problems Ihey might entail. 
7. These advantages must. ho ...  ever. be 
"elghed ag-alllst the cost of prondlllg. staffing 
and maintaining the laundry. 
8. I t  was envisaged. at Arnold. that kit, 
sorted out by SIZes. would be Issued from the 
'ichool laundry. and each pupil would collect 
a set on the way to the changing-room. A 
monitor. or the laundry assistant. would lay 
out the necessary number of to"els III each 
changtng-room. It "ould be the responslb,ltty 
of Ihe pupil to take the used to"el and kit out 
of the changing-room and return them to a 
laundry IUO parked In the corridor. ThiS 
\\Quld then be taken to the "chool laundry. 
9. A parllcular problem for the small 
laundry unLl is that It muSI run without a 
rchef machine (on grounds of e\:pcnse). This 
probably means that an insurance policy 
would have to be taken oul so that If there is a 
breal-do"n. the cost of commercml laundcring 
can be recovered. Although the machines are 
Simple to operate. they are mechanically 
comple\:, and the risk of brea�do"n must be 
conSidered In relallon 10 local repair facihlles. 
An obVIOUS ans"er to this problem is for the 
authOrity to cstabltsh a central laundry 
servtng several schools. " here Lt would be 
economic to pro\ Ide rellef machines and also 
to ha\e a technical staff capable of carrying 
out repairs. This arrangement is outside the 
�cope of this Appendl:>.. 
10. Another disadvantage of a small unit is 
that, in order to a\Old e:<cessive capital cost. 
electricity is more or less obltgalOry as a 
method of boosting washing machine tem· 
pcrature and tumblcr drying. Electrical 
laundry cQuipment tends to need more 
frequent mallltenancc than a steam system. 
Technical implications of a self·containtd 
laundry 
1 1 .  It has already been explained (in para· 
graphs 124-127 of the Bulletin) that the 
• 
I 
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decision at Arnold was in favour of a self­
contamed laundry unll. The impitcalions of 
this decision in terms of machines �l.Od \\ash­
ing methods arc now discussed. 
12. A laundry installation to deal ",ilh the 
normal school load would comprlse: 
( I )  a washing machine 
(2) a hydro e;\.tractor 
(3) a drYing IWllbler. 
Washing machine 
13.  Commercially, a washing machine IS 
usually first supplied with water at 160 
180 F, which, to sterilise the garments, IS 
then " boosted" to o\cr 200 F. Most machines, 
in this country, are deSigned to use steam for 
this boost, but there are a few standard, or 
adapted, machines which use electricity. 
14. These will, however. work with a com­
pletely cold supply. although the consumption 
of electricity, and the time taken In washing, 
would then obviously increase. A normal 
consumption of water would be about 2� 
gallons per lb. or dry weight. 
I S. This type of machine is usually more 
expensive to maintain than Ihose which are 
steam injected. mainly because the immersion 
heater is a more likely source of trouble than 
the simple steam valve. 
I� .  Nearly all types of washer may be filled 
with continuous rinsing devices which shorten 
the total washing time by avoiding the stop­
start technique and the manual valve operation 
or the standard machine. The inclusion of this 
device usually adds some £40-50 to Ihe lotal 
cost of the washer. 
17. Whenever possible, laundry machjnery 
should be connected to the town drain. The 
wast�. with detergents or soap and soda in 
solutIOn, prevenlS bacterial action in a septic 
tank. If the septic tank has to be used, then 
pre-treatment tanks have to be installed 10 
deal solely wllh this waste. 
Hydro extractor 
1 8 .  There are two main types of machine 
�available in this Country: 
( I )  those with motors placed away from 
the revolving basket, which are bell driven 
- this arrangement is e",pensive in floor 
space ; 
(2) more recent designs have included 
the motor beneath the basket, housing both 
8 1  
units in one casing. The insurance com­
panies regard the revolving basket as a 
separate risk rrom the rest or the machine. 
Drying: Tumbler 
19. Tumblers are available .... hich are heated 
by steam, gas and electncllY. The action of 
revolving partially dried clothes and sub­
jecting them to a stream of hot air, makes this 
mcthod suitable only ror cottons, If woollens 
arc treated in this way. they shrink and get 
badly worn by the Illechanlcal aClion Con­
vection drYlllg, which woollens need. IS a slow 
process and takes up a largc floor area. I f  
wool can be avoided III school kil, the more 
economic tumbler can be used. 
20. The tumbler has a hot air discharge 
which should be carned 10 the open air. unless 
the heat can be put to some alternalivc use. 
21 .  Steam COil heating reqUires the least 
maintenance of Ihe three types. The electric­
ally heated machme uses appro"'lmately 16  
kw. per hour but is still lhe best alternative 10 
steam. While in Ihis country electrical heating 
has been rejected as a commercial proposition, 
the continental manuracturers have many 
years of expenence with thiS method. Several 
British firms are prcpared to adapt their 
standard machines to electrical boosting. 
22. Gas machines have a high fire rISk be­
cause of the difficulty or isolating the fluff 
froOl the gas burners, and the added disad­
vantage of needing a flue for the gas e",haus! 
Washing Methods 
23. The water usage figure of approximately 
2! gals. per lb. dry weight given previously is 
based on the laundry practice of onc or IWO 
suds, using soap and soda or detergents 
Detergents which give a high foam result 
should be avoided. There is available a special 
low roam detergent which is more suitable 
where the waste disposal IS through a seplic 
tank. 
24. The American practice of iow-tem­
perature washing relies on the principle or high 
pasteurisation and f�equenl �hanges. of w�l.Ier 
which give progressive dilution of IIlreCllon. 
Sharp changes in pH. provi.de t�e worst pos­
sible conditions ror bactenal hre. It allows 
the washing process 10 be carried out. at I SO F 
instead of 200 F. and over, and stIll resuJts 
in a sterile article. This method is at present 
being studied by the Institute of British 
Launderers, before recommendations are 
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made to the commerual laundries 10 this 
country. A report voIlI ultimately be 3\31Iable. 
I t  IS not pO\!ilble to gl\C an accurate cost 
picture of thiS method. but before 11 could be 
adopted for school laundries some of the 
follo ..... ng pOInts ..... ould hJ.\c to be con­
side red · 
( I )  there would be less justification for 
steam usc. as the .... ashmg machlnc would 
no longer need boosting. fhe steam would 
then onty be needed to servc the drYing 
tumbler. 
(2) with the all-electriC macluncs the 
.... usher ""ould need no additional boosting. 
but the consumption of the tumbler would 
remain the \ame; 
I J) because of the Increase In the number 
of .. ud .. .  !Od nmes. as ""ell as the addition 
of the sour bath the o\'erall .... ashlOg time 
I� likely to be considerably lengthened; 
(4) hot and cold ""ater consumption 
would be Increased bet .... een 30 and 50 per 
cent o\er normal practice. If the septic tank 
method of disposal .... ere used Its capacity 
would ha\e to be doubled; 
(5) the fabric life is shortened by the acid 
concentrations and the prolonged mech­
anical action of thl'i method. 
Cl.Ipilal CO\ts 
25. In  order 10 proYide a comparison of 
costs bct .... een the methods exanllncd abO\c. 
the followln8 rough C5tllualCS have been made. 
( In  each ca�c a dally load of 5 1 9  Ibs. dry 
weight of ",ushlns. madt.: up of 351  lbs. 
coloured and 168 1bs . .... hlte. was assumed) :  
( I )  no laundry. storage by means of 
metal hangers and racks £3,720: 
82 
(2) use of local laundr) £400 for 
storage; 
()  school laundry� 
(a) using steam eqUIpment to boost 
washing tcmperatures and heat for 
tumbler £3.150; 
(b) usmg electrical boosting and heat­
Ing £2.764 
26. The abo\c prices mclude the relevant 
floor area prlccd at 70r per sq. fl. togcther 
wilh an allo\\ance for bUlldcr's work and 
serYlces . 
27. The actual eqUipment used at Amold, 
'�lIh prices, .... as: 
( I )  46-lb. electrically boosted ..... ashing 
machine £595 
(2) 1 6 m. hydro c"(tractor £195 
(3) Electric drymg machine £290 
(4) T .... o dry ..... ork trolleys. Onc .... et .... ork 
trolley £70 
Running Costs 
28. It ''Ill not be possIble to gi\c actual 
running costs of the in'itallallon at thiS school 
until 11 has been in full operation over a 
period. When n statement is available, how­
c,'er. It  should Include the follOWing items:-
( I )  cost of heating water 
(2) elcctflcllY consumption 
(3) machme depreCiation 
(4) malOtcnance 
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A P P E N D I X  3 COST A N A L Y S I S  
Type of school . 
Number of COSt placcs 
Floor Area . 
4 form entry mixed selective secondary \\ith sixth form of 1 20. 
8 1 6  Nett cost . £209. 150 19s. 9d. 
Area per place 
Tender date . . 
Market conditions . 
60.272 sq. ft. Nett cost per place . . £256 6s. 3d. 
73·9 sq. ft. Nett cost per square foot . 69s. 5d. 
27th February. 1958 Gross COSt BuildIng Contract £227,379 16s. 4d. 
Average prices by PlaYing Fields . 9,466 2s. 7d. 
negotiallon. Pnvate Sc\\cr . 662 Is. 2d. 
Elcment 
Note: Floor Area for items 1-28"",56.829 sq. fl. 
I .  Preliminaries, preambles and insurances 
2. Contingencies 












1 5 .  
16. 




2 1 .  
Suspended ground floors 
Frame . 
Extcrnal walls · · 
Windo\\s and external doors 
Roof construction 
Roof lights . · . 
Upper floor construction 
Staircases . 
Internal partitions 
Internal doors · . 






Fillings . . 
FurnilUre (built-in) 
22. Plumbing . . 
23. Gas installation . 
24. Electric installation 
25. Heating installation 
26 V '1 
. 
entl atlon . . · 
27. Drainage (nell cost) · 








Total of items 1-28 
29. Covered ways, Area 669 sq. fl. · 
30. Athletics shed. Area 8,430 SQ. ft. 
















• I • 
• · 






Cost per sq. ft. 
s. d. 
4 6 95 
2 7·67 
4 3 ·29 
1 36 
8 1 1  ·83 
2 5 ·52 










2 1 1  ·52 
I 8·2] 
2·71  
2 0 · 1 6  
3 1 ·22 
2 1'68 
3 ·27 
3 2 · 1 7  
5 1 0 · 2 1  
I 86 . 
I 5 ·33 
2 7 ·57 
7 1  1 ·45 
56 8 ·00 
1 2  2 · 9  
£237.508 Os. Id. 
Total Cost 
£ s. d. 
1 3 ,0 1 1  0 0 
7.500 0 0 
12.145 5 7 
321 3 1 0  
25.535 I 2 
6.990 4 I 
1 8.350 I 1 0  
9,220 2 3 
5,089 8 5 
1 ,748 1 7  1 1  
1 ,843 1 2  2 
9,496 8 8 
3,965 0 9 
597 1 0  3 
565 3 7 
1 1 ,)78 5 6 
8,410 0 8 
4,790 1 9  I 
641 1 6  9 
5.721 1 9  9 
8,814 ' 6  7 
7,501 5 7 
774 10 0 
9,038 1 0  0 
16,624 1 6  1 1  
441 0 1 
4,102 1 8  10  
7,475 1 5  7 
202.095 1 5  1 0  
1 ,895 3 1 1  
5 , 1 60 0 0 
£209.150 19 9 
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Elemenl 





Work bclo", ground floor level 
noor area In 
single storey 
rloor area 10 
IwO Slorey 





Bearing pressure 8-9 tons 






red marl al 
depths of 
3-5 fl. 






Suspended ground floors 




4 6 95 
2 7 67 
Speclficalion 
4 3 ·29 SlOP surface 8 In. deep. 
1 ·36 
84 
Excavale 10 reduce levels. 
Make up levels with earlh. 3 10. shale beds. 
5 In. concrele floor slab reinforced wilh 
Ref. 124 fabric. 
Concrele edge beam reinforced wilh rods. 
6 In. thick concrete retalOtng ",ails. 
Concrele SICps and column bases. 
2 coat bituminous damp proof membrane. 
BltUllllnOUs paJnt on plinth. 
Side aisles to assembly hall consisting of 
5 in. reinforced concrete suspended Hoor 
on dwarf bearer walls. 
-





M iddle school 








8 1 1 -83 3 ft. 4 in. modular pre-cast concrete frame 
with 6 in. x 6 in. pre·stressed columns al 
6 ft. 8 in. and 1 0  ft. 0 Ill. centres on the 
perimeter. post-stressed self-faced slab 
boundary beams 1 ft. 7 In. deep 6 (t. 
8 In. and IQ ft. 0 in. long. post-stressed 
lattice main beams 1 fl. 6 in. deep and 
spanning up 10 46 fl. 8 Ln., and post­
Stressed lattice trimmer beams 1 ft. 8 in. 
deep and spanning 6 fL 8 In. and 1 0  ft. 
o in. The main beams are spaced at 3 rt. 
4 In, centres. 
Primary 
Spans 
3 ft. 4 ins. 
Landings 
Ibs./sq. n. Area Sq. ft. 
Modules 
Roof 23 30,102 
6, 8 &  1 2  (includes 571  
7 & 9  sq. ft. In  
9 & 6  covered ways) 
5 
8 
1 0  
Generally 1 0  ft. 1 0  in. 
Floor-roof 
Stage I. 
Boiler room 7 
1 5  ft. 0 in. 
Floor-roof 
Gymnasium 1 2  
Hall 1 2  
1 7  ft. 6 in. 
Floor-roof 
Two Storey Floor 90 8,931 
Roof 23 (includes 342 
Administration and 8, 1 1 & 1 3 sq. ft. i n  
library, etc. way undcr) 
20 ft. 0 in. 
Floor-roof 
Three Storey Floor 90 7,637 
Roof 23 (Includes 772 
Lowtr school 6, 9 &  1 2  sq. ft. in 
co\crcd space) 
30 ft. 0 in. 
Floor-roof 
1 1 ,844 Science block 7, 9 &  1 2  
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[Iemcnt 
6. i:.xlcrnal walls 
Rauo solid wall = 0 2 1 5  
floor area 
• 
7.  Wlndo"s and e",ternal doors 
RatiO 
wmdo"s and door area 
floor area 
8. Roof construction 
Area 39,942 sq, ft. 
9. Roof lights 





2 5 52 41 In, thick o\erall timber prefabricated 
cladding UnllS ranging In Slle from 
6 ft. 2 10 I ft. 8 In to 9 fl. 6 in. x 9 ft. 
2 In. consisting of soft wood framing faced 
externally with I In, soft .... ood boarding 
treated " ith two coats coloured preserva· 
tl\'e and mternally with i m. asbestos 
wallboard m:er an InsulatlOg hnmg of 
bUilding paper and a.lummlum fOIl The 
Units arc lixed bct"ccn columns and ha\e 
21 10. glrlh P. V C metallic silver HashlOg 
at top and batlom edge of cladding 
units. 1 .300 sq. yds. 
Also Ineluded under this clement heading 
are roof upstand units cono;istlOg of soft. 
wood framing covered c'{ternally with 
t m. plywood (H sq. yds.) and 4f In. 
hollow concrete block walhng(24 sq. yds.) 
6 5 49 Soft\-\ood prefabncated "lOdo" and door 
frame UOItS, plale glass sliding wlOdo"s 
and glass louvres (both Includmg glass). 
0·385 3 No. SIngle and I o. double flush and 
8 No. single and 38 o. double framed 
doors IncludlOg all Ironmongery (gener· 
aU) Swedish " ilh satin nickel sih'er finish). 
galvanised steel t hre<;;holdo;. P. V.C. metal· 
IIc Silver tlashings. Spandrel panels f:lced 
externally with i 111. compressed asbestos 
cement sheet and Internally with i in. 
asbestos wallboard me!" an IOsulallng 
hmng of aluminium fOIl. 
3 2 ·94 2 in thickcompressedstrawboard in 3ft. Oln. 
x 12  ft. 0 in. slabs spanning between 
beams at 3 ft. 4 In. centres and with sleel 
lees at edges of slabs. 3,213 sq. yds. 
I ,  In. Ihick pre.casl concrete slabs as 
wind bracing on perimeter. 944 sq. yds. 
3 Ill. concrete in situ roof to boiler house. 
1 6  sq. yds. 
3 in. l a in. pre<'asl concrete eaves cap-
ping. 2,800 ft. run. 
E'(pan!lion joints and trimming around 
\ents. 
OalustradlOg 10 balcony. 54 fl. run. 
1 9 49 2 ft. 71 in. x 2 ft. 71 In. 2 ft. Of in. deep 
metal roof lights. 
Opening gear to 30 No. 
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Element 
10. Upper floor conStrucllon 
Area 1 5.5 1 1  sq. ft. 
1 1 .  
12. 








1 0 ft. O m. 
20 ft. 0 in. 
2 1  ft. 8 in. 
'4 r ,
. 
� t. � 10. 
Inlern:!1 partitions 
Internal doors . . 
Single 124 Hush 
Width 
4 ft. O in. 
4 fL O in. 
4 fl. O in. 
4 ft. O in. 
8 framed 
Double 6 flush 
23 framed 
14. W.C. and cleancrs' cubicles. 
Cubicles 1 8  









Precast concrete stairs and landings. 
Wrought Iron balustrades and hardwood 
handrails. 536 ft. run. 
3 4 ' I Q  4} In. hollow concrete blocks. 2.973 sq. yds. 
6 in. Ditto 289 sq. yds. 
3 in. Ditto as sides 10 heater cabinets. 
25 sq. yds. 
GYPsllm plastcrlng 5.341 sq. yds. 
Timber stud partition faced with asbestos 
wallboard. 4) sq. yds. 
Softwood framed bulkheads faced with 
J In. asbeStOS wallboard. 66 sq. yds. 
Sound reducing bulkheads III ceiling 
space:-
3 in. concrete blocks 1 5 5  sq. yds. 
4i  m. Dino 1 9  sq. yds. 
I !  In . .... oodwool 233 sq. yds. 
Soft wood screens glazed with georgian 
wired polished plate glass 1 7 1  sq. yds. 
ExpansIOn joints. 
I 4 74 Flush doors to B.S.459 part 2a faced both 
Sides with utile veneered plywood. 
Framed doors to B.S.459 part I III utile. 
Soft wood frames and fanlights. 
Glazing:-
In  door panels 874 sq. ft. 
In fanlights 1 .078 sq. fl. 
Ironmongery- Swedish wilh salln nickel 
silver finish. 
2 .5 2  Partitioning consisting of softwood fram­
ing with t in. plywood infilling. 
Flush doors and ironmongery. 
2 ·39 
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Asbestos cement sheet wall lining 
589 sq. ft. 
P. V.C. spiashbacks 284 sq. £I. 
Tile splash backs 5 1  sq, yds. 
Israelie gaboon faced plywood wall panel-
ling 160 sq. ft. 
Maarud mahogany panels as ..... all lining 
291 sq, ft. 
Element 
16. rloor finIshes 
I 7. 
18.  Decoratlon� 
19. Cloakroom fittlOgs 
20. Fittings • 








4 0 05 P V C  10 SIIU 562 SQ. yds. 
P V C  tIles 275 sq. yds. 
Rubber tiles 34 sq. yds. 
Studded rubber IIles 591 sq_ yds. 
LlOoleum 1.362 sq. )'ds. 
VlOyl asbestos tiles 22 sq. yds. 
P. V C sheet 1 ,459 sq. yds. 
Cork tIles 1 ,005 sq. yds. 
Quarr� tiles 291 �q yds. 
Rubber nosings 1 , 100 ft. run_ 
Cement and sand beds. 
BUlldlOg paper under quarry hies. 
Softwood �klrllOg 7,705 f[, run. 
Quarry tile sklrtlOg 703 ft. run. 
Terraced noorlng 45 sq. yds. 
rlbre IIn'" mats and mctal mal'o,ell frames 
9 no. 
2 1 1  52 FIbrous plaster 10 panch mainly J ft. 4 10. 
3 ft. 4 m .• 36 o,� plain, 64 �� sound-
absorblOg 5.688 sq. yds. 
Match-boarded panels 130 sq. ) ds. 
Sofnloood cornices 10,313 ft. run. 
I 8·2] Internally. 
Walls: 3 coats emulSIOn or prtmer and 
2 coats 011 colour. 
Selected ceilings: 2 coats emulsion. 
Soft wood roof-lights. " lOdows. door,>, 
screens and W.e. cubicles and fittings: 
K.P.S. and 2 coats od colour. 
Soft wood skirtings: 2 coats of stain. 
Hardwood fiumgs and "aU finishes: 
2 coats of plastic seal. 
Metal fittings: primer and 2 coalS oil colour. 
Externally. 
Soft wood windo"s and doors: 
K.P.S. and 2 coats 011 colour. 
2 · 7 1  Coat racks and shoe bo�cs i n  No. 1 8  hard­
y, ood units 6 ft. 2 10. long x 2 fl. I i m. 
\\ide y,uh coal racks o\er. 
Hat and coat hooks No. 720 
2 0 1 6  Storage shel ... mg 364 sq. n. 
Storage racks 1 .218  sq. fl. 
Wood and metal storage racks. 
Games storage racks and pegs. 
Hall Si ores and cupboards. 
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Element 
2 1 .  Furniture (built-in) • 
22. Plumbing 
Type Drinking water 
Supply from main 
Remainder 
from storage. 
Location of Dispersed. 
Fittings 








Balustrade 10 steps. 




Kitchen hatches. stackLng units. 
Servery Units. larders and stores. screens 
and wor"-tops. 
Central store shelving. vegetable prepara-
uon un!!s. 
Cold room. 
Laundry hatch. kit dIspenser. 
Changing room benches. 
Laundry equipment value £ 1 , 1 50. 
Sundry hatches and small fittings. 
Curtain tracks. proscenium curtain fittings, 
hand lift. WIndow guard bars, removable 
kitchen draIning boards and hinged 
writing tables. 
Fix only "-lIchen equipment. 
3 I 22 LocJ..ers and stands No. 661 
2 7 68 
89 
Wail-benching 982 fL run. 
Working lOPS 
Pm-up boards 235 SQ. yds. 
Roller chalJ..boards No. 1 5  
Slidtng chalkboards No. 1 0  
MobIle chalkboards No. 1 3  
Adjustable shelVing 1 ,426 ft. run. 
Book and magazLne racks No. 3 
Fume cupboards No. 3 
Damp cupboard No. I 
Fix only fire fighttng equIpment, toilet roll 
holders. and mirrors and gym eqUIpment. 
External 
3 in. aluminium alloy fatn water goods. 
PIpes 254 ft. run. 
Preformed soakers etc. 
Value £285 1 25. Od. = I ·21 d. sq. ft. of floor 
area. 
Internal. 
Water storage and pumps. 
Light gauge copper piping for cold drink-
jng mam to No. 3 kItchen and hot and 
cold down serVLces. 
Preformed wastes I n  copper and acid resist-
ing wastes. 
Soil and waste stacks in galvanised steel. 
Value £4,067 15s. 7d. = 1 /5 · 1 8d. SQ. ft. of 
floor area. 
O[VELOPME!">'T PROJECTS, nCONDARY SCHOOL, ARt"OlO AUgU51 1960 
Cost/sq ft. 
Element floor area Specification 
s. d. 
Sanllary filling:..  
While glazed fireclay. with chromium-
hrecla)' fittings 
I)llutlon pots 
No. 1 .5 .5  plated fittings chemical Slone"are dllu-
No. 24 lion pots and laboratory fimngs. 
Metal sink stands. 
Value £3,147 185. Od IJ1 29d. SQ. n. of 
floor area. 
23 Gas In'itallation 3 27 M lid steei lublOg. 
No. 64 pOints 
24. Lleclric installation 
Nature of Supply 240 voh 
3 phase 
3 2 1 7  




A"erage 1 .5  
lumens per 
sq. fl. on 
working plane 
In classrOOl1ls 
Lighting pOlOts 1 , 1 .54 
Clock pOlOts 1 8  
Po"er pOInts: 
13 amp. slOgle sockets 128 
IJ amp. twin sockets 10 
30 amp. single socket!> 4 
Waler heaters 74 
E'tracl fans 1 2  
M I}ung machines 3 
Fire alarm bells 14 
Fire alarm pushes 1 7  
2 .5  I leatlng IOstallatlon .5 10 2 1  
Temperature 62 F when outside 
Crltena temperature IS 3 2  F. 
Air changes 3 per hour. 
, U' value of 0 1 7  
walls 




P. V c. winng. 
Lighting fittings and clocks. 
ElectriC "ater heaters. 
Fire alarm system. 
Electnccontrols to heating system 
(No . .58 he3ter cabinets). 
Slage lighting P C. £ 1 .50. 
RadiO and tclension " Lrlng P C. £89. 
La" vollage supply P.C. £460. 
Lightmng conductor I'.C. £ 1 50. 
Telephone IOstaIlallon. 
Laundry wlnng. 
Thermostatlcallycontrolled " arm airsystem 
of healing: hot water Circulated by 
pumps from 011 fired bOilers to beater 
e"change unns 
Hot water to sho"ers and kitchens by 
calonfiers. 
GIlS bOiler for hot "aler 10 laundry and 
changing rooms In summer. 
Sltel Aue. 
Ministry oJ Educotioll Building Bulletin No. 17 
Element 
26. Ventilation 
27. Drainage (nett cost) 





I ·86 Asbestos roof vents 
Mechanical vents to kitchens 
Wall vents to rooms 
No. 15 
N o .  3 
No. 1 7  
1 5·33 Pipes: main runs 4 in. and 6 in. pItch fibre. 
branch runs 4 in. stoneware seconds. 
land drains mainly 3 in. agricultural. 
Fittings: Salt glazed stoneware. 
Manholes: Concrete tube 30 in diameter. 
2 7·57 Tennis courts. 
011 storage tank supports, enclosure and 
fuel mains. 
Thresholds. 
Excavations and fillIng around necessary 
to site the bU1lding. 
Total of items 1-28 . 71 1 '45 
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OE\ELOPME!'.T PROJECTS. SECONDARY SCHOOL, ARNOLO AuguSt 1960 
A P P E  D I X  4 
LIST OF TREES AND SHRUBS 
TREES (at an average suppl) cost of approx. 1 5/- each) 
Number umber 
I Apple (a) Oramley seedling 7 Norway maple 
2 Cb) Cox's orange pIPPin 8 Snowy mespllus 
I (c) Worcester pearmam 4 Common oak 
4 Acacia 2 Scarlet oal 
10 Slher birch 3 E"ergreen oak 
J W)'ch elm 8 Austrian pine 
I Gean 2 Strawberry tree 
8 l Ia .... thorn I Stag-horn sumach 
2 I lornbcam 27 Sycamore 
2 Lan.:h 3 Tree of I-Iea .. en 
7 Red-I ..... lgged lime ) Tulip Tree 
2 M<lldenhalr tree I Walnut 
2 Maple 
SHRliBS INCLUJ)ING CUM BERS (at an a\�rage 'iuppl) COSI of approx. 5,6 each) 
I Akebl3. Qumalu 
9 BerberIS candldula 
J Ikrbcris \erruculosa 
3 Cortadcna argentca 
I Clematl'i armandll 
2 lematlS elhe maser 
I Icmau5 monlana 
'0 COlonca.)ter honzontall'i 
2 Coloncasler prostata 
J Ci'itu'i IUSllamcus decumbens 
18 Cuonymus radlcan� \angal\! 
6 F:lI'iJa Japonica 
2 FIft.:u'i canca 
I l or:.yth.a su�pcn .. a fortullei 
6 Gem'ita hl'ipalllCa 
6 I ledera colcluca \ aricglH:I 
6 I ledera hell" caenwoodlllntt 
3 2  I lcdern hclr\ lubernica 
45 I lypcricun calycinum 
12 lIy:.oppus anslalus 
I Ja�mmum nudlflorUIll 
6 JUllIpcrus sabllla pfitlena03 
1 Lomcera Japonica halhana 
I Lomcera Japomca aureo-reticulata 
� t��!�J�I�:���� 7��reIPurp'e 
6 MahoOla :lQUlfohum 
22 Mahonla japonica bealll 
6 Olcaria haastll 
10 PhlomlS frutlcosa 
4 POlentl l1a fruticosa Kathenne Oylc:s 
3 Pyracantha lalandll 
6 Rosa M mc, Lepernere 
6 Rosa spinossissima fruthhng,gold 
12 Samohna incana 
6 Senecio GreYII 
3 Skimlllia fragrans 
) Sklmmia japonica 
6 Veronica elhptlca I:ltlfoba 
) Vinca lllaJor 
72 Vinca mlllor 
6 Vinca OlajOr aurco-\ ancgata 
6 Viburnum fragrans nanum 
I Vitis QUlnquefolia 
1-1 EDG L PLA NTS (at nn 3\Cragc supply cost of approx. 2,6 cach) 
55 otoneaster �lmonSll 12 Mahonia aQUlfohum 
10 BcrberlS stcnophylla. 48 M) robalan 
72 lIornbcam 
HERBACEOUS PLA TS (at an a\eragc supply cost of appro\:. 2 8 each) 
24 Acanthus mol lis 40 i-tosta glauca 
12 Anel1lonc Japonlca alba 12 I-Icuchcra sangUlnea (plUle de feu) 
6 Arcnana grandlflora 36 Ins gernlanlca aline 
6 ArtemiSia abrotanum 12 Ins germanlca moonbeam 
12 Aruncus Sylvesler 9 Ins stylosa 
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Number 
36 Alyssum sa\3ule citnnum 
24 AJuga replans 
42 Bcrgcma cordifol13 
3 Buplalmlul11 speCLOSUtll 
6 Centranthus rubcr 
42 Comallaria maJallLs 
60 Eplrnedlum rubrurn 
18 Geramum pratense 
21 Geranium sangUlncum lancaslnensc 
12 Gentlana SLllo-ornata 
]0 Hemerocalhs flaya 
6 Ilclleborus mger 
18 Helxlne solelroleLl 
27 I-Icracleum lllantcgazzlanLLm 
Number 
6 Lychnls Chalcedonica 
18 LysIlllachl3 numulana 
1 Macleaya corda!a 
24 f\'lcntha reqUlcnlL 
18 Onocthcra IlllSS0UncnSIS 
12 Paconl3 Duchesse de Nemours 
8 1)01)g:l13 calcarea 
6 Primula aUricula 
12 Ilnmula In,olucrata 
.24 Pulmonaria saccharata 
12 Saxlfraga urnbrosa 
12 Scdul11 spunum roseum 
18 Thymu.!. scrpyllum 
F I- R N S  (at an average supply cost of approx. 6!- each) 
7 Dryopteris fill" mas 2 Osmunda regallis 
WATER PLANTS (at an a,cragc �upply COSI of appro". 5 each) 
2 N}mphaea odorala alba 3 Calht richc vcrna 
6 Scirpus zebnnu� 
BULBS (at an average supply cost of approx. 38. per 100) 
400 Crocus aureus 300 NarCISSus p<:cudo-narcissus 
300 Crocus nudlflorum 200 Tullpa syhcslris 
50 Eranthls Hyemalis 
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